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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we consider the following question: for how singular a space is it possible to 
define cobordism invariant characteristic numbers? This question was one of the motiv- 
ations behind the development of intersection homology: there are many singular spaces 
(complex algebraic varieties, for example) for which Whitney [40], Chern [28], and L [ 1 S] 
classes can be defined, but these are homology classes and cannot necessarily be multiplied 
so as to give characteristic numbers. It was hoped ([18]) that these classes could, in certain 
cases, be lifted canonically to intersection homology groups where their products could be 
formed. Thus, as a space is allowed to become more and more singular, it should become 
possible to multiply fewer and fewer characteristic classes, and so the corresponding 
cobordism groups would be determined by fewer and fewer characteristic numbers. This 
approach has (so far) failed completely, except in the “extreme” cases where there is a single 
characteristic number (for example, in Sullivan’s theory of mod 2 Euler spaces ([40], Cl]), 
where the Euler characteristic is the only cobordism invariant, or in P. Siegel’s theory of 
mod 2 Witt spaces ([37], [ 15]), where the intersection homology Euler characteristic is the 
only cobordism invariant. We will exhibit four interesting classes of singular spaces with 
increasingly severe singularities: 
(d) Orientable S-duality spaces 
(c) Orientable locally square-free spaces 
(b) Locally orientable Witt spaces 
(a) Locally orientable spaces 
for which various (cobordism invariant) characteristic numbers can be constructed, and for 
which these characteristic numbers completely determine the cobordism groups. However, 
we construct characteristic numbers by lifting Wu classes to intersection homology, and 
multiplying them, rather than lifting and multiplying Stiefel Whitney classes. (Of course, if 
the space is a manifold then the Wu numbers are just linear combinations of Stiefel Whitney 
numbers, but for the spaces considered here, these corresponding Stiefel Whitney numbers 
cannot be defined.) The geometrical techniques needed to determine the cobordism groups 
are quite different in each of these four cases (which accounts for the extraordinary length of 
this paper), but they all use surgery on singular spaces and they all involve an understanding 
of the geometric consequences of the vanishing of a Wu number. 
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(a) Locally orientable spaces. A normal pseudomanifold X is locally orientable if the 
link of every simplex in some (and hence in any) triangulation of X is orientable. If X is 
locally orientable then the orientation cycle t.‘(X) is naturally a cohomology class. Thus the 
product (ul )” E Z/(2) can be defined and it is a cobordism invariant (for locally orientable 
cobordisms) which we call the orientation number. 
THEOREM 9.3. A locally orientable pseudomanifold X is the boundary of a locally 
orientable pseudomanifold Y ifl the orientation number (t” (X))” = 0. 
(Our study of locally orientable spaces uses only techniques from P.L. topology which 
were available in 193~see, e.g. [36]§24 for a discussion of the orientation cycle.) 
(b) Witt spaces and Locally orientable Witt spaces. A stratified pseudomanifold X is a 
(mod 2) - Witt space ([37]) if, for each stratum of odd codimension c = 2k + 1, we have 
IH~(L; E/(2)) = 0 
where L is the link of the stratum. For such spaces, the middle intersection homology 
groups satisfy Poincare duality (over Z/(2)), and the Wu classes can be constructed ([ 151) as 
middle intersection homology classes. The intersection homology Euler characteristic 
1%(X; Z/(2)) = u’(X).u’(X) 
is the only cobordism invariant ([37]). If an n-dimensional Witt space X is also locally 
orientable, then it is also possible to construct the characteristic numbers v’(X)oj(X) 
(v’ (X))n-i-j. In this way, Wu classes in cohomology are multiplied with Wu classes in 
intersection homology in order to produce characteristic numbers. 
THEOREM 10.5. A locally orientable Witt space X of dimension n is a boundary of a locally 
orientable Witt space Y iff each of the characteristic numbers vivj(ul )nei-j vanish. 
(c) Locally square-free spaces. The nontrivial cobordism invariant characteristic num- 
bers considered above are somehow artificial since they are simple combinations of 
cohomology classes and the intersection homology Euler characteristic. The main goal of 
this paper is to find a class of spaces with another nontrivial characteristic number. We 
consider the largest class of spaces for which the operation Sq’ may be defined as an 
operation on the middle intersection homology. 
Definition. A normal connected pseudomanifold X is a locally square-free (or LSF) 
space if it is a (mod 2) Witt space and if, for each stratum S of even codimension c = 21, the 
operation Sq’: IHy(L; Z/(2)) + IH;“_ 1 (L; h/(2)) vanishes, where L is the link of the 
stratum S. 
If X is a 2k.+ 1 dimensional LSF space then the Wu number ukSql (ok) can be formed 
and it is a cobordism invariant. 
THEOREM 13.1. An orientable 2k + 1 dimensional LSF space X is null cobordant iff 
uk sq’ LJk (X) = 0. 
This result is particularly interesting because the proof reduces to a geometric and 
algebraic understanding (0 14.2,§ 15.1) of the implications of the vanishing of the character- 
istic number ck Sq’ (c’) for 2k + 1 dimensional spaces. For orientable 4k dimensional LSF 
spaces, an interesting new phenomenon occurs: the Pontrjagin square 
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9: ZH’;,(X; z/(2)) -P B/(4) may be defined, and it gives rise to an additional invariant of 4k 
dimensional LSF spaces (which is analogous to the Arf and deRham invariants [S], [32]): 
n(H) = &arg c exp(2ni 9’(u)/2)~Z/(4) 
VEH 
where H = ZH;,(X; Z/(2)). 
THEOREM. The cobordism group of orientable 4k-dimensional LSF spaces is isomorphic to 
z/(4) and the invariant is given by 7t. 
(d) i-duality spaces. Of course, LSF spaces may be combined with local orientability to 
produce a host of characteristic numbers involving u ’ . Instead, we prefer to strengthen the 
LSF condition by demanding not just that Sq’ vanish on the intersection homology of links 
of even codimension strata, but that the whole group vanish: 
Definition. A normal pseudomanifold X is an S-duality space if, for each stratum of odd 
codimension c = 2k + 1, we have 
ZHr(L; i?/(2)) = 0 
and for each stratum of even codimension c = 2k we have 
ZH:(L; Z/(2)) = ZHF- 1 (L; Z/(2)) = 0 
where L is the link of the stratum. For such spaces the middle intersection homology groups 
admit a Bockstein operation /I: ZH,“(X; Z/(2)) + ZHF- 1 (X; Z) whose mod 2 reduction is a 
Steenrod operation, Sq’: ZHF(X; iZ/(2)) + ZHF- i (X; Z/(2)). It even turns out that there is a 
universal coefficient heorem for I- duality spaces, and that the intersection homology of 
F-duality spaces satisfies Poincare duality over the localization Z,,,. 
THEOREM 16.5. An orientable n dimensional i-duality space X of odd dimension 
n = 2k + 1 is the boundary of an orientable S-duality space Y ifand only if the characteristic 
number vk Sq’ t.‘(X) vanishes. 
In fact we show that the cobordism group C?: of orientable ?-duality spaces is naturally 
isomorphic to the higher Mischenko-Ranicki-Witt symmetric L group ([31], [35]), 
Qy E Li(iZ,,,). (compare [33] for the analogous theory over Z) 
Our proof uses surgery on singular spaces, a procedure which was first carried out 
successfully by Siegel ([37]) and later generalized by Pardon ([33]). The technique consists 
of killing certain homology classes by removing the regular neighborhood N of a represen- 
tative cycle 5 (not necessarily asphere, not necessarily framed, and not necessarily below the 
middle dimension, which is nevertheless carefully chosen) and replacing it with an appro- 
priate null cobordism of the boundary JN. (In Siegel’s case this cobordism is always the 
cone, c(aN)). Once the appropriate homology groups and homology classes in X have been 
killed by surgery, then X can be realized as the boundary of a space Y = cone(X). 
One amazing consequence is that surgery on singular spaces is easier than surgery on 
manifolds: for the singular spaces considered here, the cobordism groups can be completely 
determined by geometric surgery techniques. Such a program does not work for manifolds, 
whose cobordism groups can only be calculated from the homotopy groups of the 
classifying spaces (although the work [lo], [ll] represents a major advance in the 
geometric techniques). For example, in the S-duality theory, it is necessary to perform 
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surgery on classes abooe the middle dimension, a procedure which cannot normally be 
applied to manifolds. 
Other Cobordism Theories. In [41] D. Sullivan introduced the idea of allowing singular- 
ities to kill cobordism classes. Although his approach did not involve an analysis of 
characteristic numbers, a general theory was developed ([2]. [3], [l], [12]). Particular 
examples involving intersection homology were studied by J. Morgan (1975, unpublished), 
P. Siegel ([37]), and W. Pardon ([33]). The four theories considered here may be thought of 
as part of a chain of cobordism groups: 






+ locally + locally 
orientable orientable 
Witt spaces spaces 
where each homomorphism kills certain cobordism classes because the corresponding 
products of characteristic lasses can no longer be made. Obviously, there are many other 
interesting cobordism groups which could be inserted in this chain (see $21). 
$2. I’SEUDOMANIFOLDS AND STRATIFICATIONS 
2.1. Definitions. An n-dimensional pseudomanijiold X is a (purely n-dimensional) piece- 
wise linear pseudomanifold in the sense of [36], [23], [IS], i.e. a polyhedron which admits 
a triangulation such that each n - 1 dimensional simplex is a face of exactly two n- 
dimensional simplices. A pseudomanifold X admits a piecewise linear stratijcation, 
~cXocX,c . . . cXn-2=zCXn=X 
such that each Xi - Xi_ 1 is a (possibly empty) union of i-dimensional P.L. manifolds, each 
of which has a neighborhood in X which is a locally trivial mapping cylinder, i.e. for each 
x E Xi - Xi_ I there is a neighborhood U and a piecewise linear stratum preserving 
homeomorphism, 
U 2 [w’ x cone(l) 
where L is the link of the stratum. We will say that X0 = X - Z is the nonsingular part of X. 
A pseudomanifold X will be called orientable if its nonsingular part is an orientable 
manifold. 
2.2. Remark on Whitney strat$cations. It is possible to replace “piecewise linear 
pseudomanifold” by “Whitney stratified pseudomanifold” throughout this paper. This is 
because (a) every Whitney stratified pseudomanifold admits the structure of a P.L. pseudo- 
manifold [16] with the same stratification, and (b) every piecewise linear pseudomanifold X 
admits an embedding in Euclidean space as a Whitney stratified pseudomanifold X’, but 
with a refined stratification: just choose any triangulation of X and embed it so that the 
simplices are flat. 
2.3. Surgery and Cobordism. A pseudomanifold W with boundary 8 W is a compact P.L. 
space such that W-d W is a pseudomanifold, and 8 W is a compact P.L. subspace of W 
which has a collared neighborhood U, i.e. there is a P.L. homeomorphism 4: U g a W 
x [0, l] such that the restriction 4 (d W:a W + d W x (0) is the identity. (It follows that 8 W 
is a pseudomanifold). If a W = X, u X, is a disjoint union of two compact pseudomani- 
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folds, then we say W is an (unoriented) cobordism between X, and X, _ If X, = 4 we say W is 
a cobordism of X, to the empty set 4. 
A surgery on an n dimensional pseudomanifold X is the following data: 
(1) An open subset U c X whose closure 6 is a pseudomanifold with (bicollared) 
boundary dV c X (so that the inclusion aU c X is normally nonsingular with trivial 
normal bundle). 
(2) An n-dimensional pseudomanifold W with boundary a W s au. 
(3) An n + 1 dimensional cobordism 2 between U uaU Wand 4. 
It follows that the pseudomanifold 
X’=(X-U)u,,W 
is cobordant to X, and it will be called the result of the surgery. 
2.4. Normal Pseudomanifolds. The pseudomanifold X is normal if the link of each 
stratum is connected ([lS]). Every pseudomanifold X has a canonical normalization 
J? + X. Throughout this paper we will assume that all pseudomanifolds are normal and 
connected, although this is not an essential restriction because 
(a) for any pseudomanifold X, the mapping cylinder of the normalization map 7~: 
r? + X determines a cobordism between X and i, and 
(b) if Y is a cobordism between two normal pseudomanifolds X, and X, then its 
normalization t is also a cobordism between X, and X,. 
$3. INTERSECTION HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 
3.1. Dejinitions. Recall ([17], [18], [19]) that a perversity @ is a sequence of integers 
(P(2), P(3), P(4), . . . ) such that p(2) = 0, and p(c) 5 p(c + 1) I p(c) + 1. We will be specifi- 
cally interested in the following perversities: 
The zero perversity ~=(0,0,0,0,0,0 )...) 
The one perversity i = (0, I, I, 1, 1, 1, . . . ) 
The lower middle perversity rii=(O,O,1,1,2,2,. . .) 
The upper middle perversity ii = (0, 1, 1,2,2, 3, . . .) 
The special perversity s =(0,0,0,1,1,2,. . .) 
The cospecial perversity f = (0, 1,2,2, 3, 3, . . .) 
The top perversity f =(0,1,2,3,4,5,. . .) 
Suppose X is an n dimensional pseudomanifold (which is not necessarily orientable or 
compact). Choose a stratification of X, and let Z denote the singular set of X. Fix a 
perversity p. We will use the notation IHF-‘(X; Z) to denote the (n - i)th hypercohomology 
group thln-i(p.(,Z)) h w ere IJJ!. (iZ) is Deligne’s complex of sheaves, 
IJJ. = ~_<p,n)Ri,,T~p(n_,)Ric,-l)r . . . ~sp~2~&.Z 
corresponding to the constant system z on X - 2 (with i,:(X - X,_,) +(X - X,_,_ 1) 
denoting the inclusion). In other words, if we fix a P.L. structure on X, then IHZ-‘(X; Z) is 
the cohomology group of the cochain complex 
q-i= {[EC”-yX;Z)J I dim(lQ)n X,_, I i - c + p(c) and dim(lag()nX,-, I i- 1 -c+p(c) 
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where C”-‘(X; Z) denotes the abelian group of all normally oriented i-dimensional PL 
chains with closed (or “infinite”) supports in X. 
We will also study ZHr(X; Z) which is the (n - i)th hypercohomology group with 
compact supports, W:-i(lP.( o )) h w ere w is the orientation sheaf on X - x:. Since X has a 
P.L. structure, this group-is the ith homology group of the chain complex 
rc#; Z) = ((E C,(X; z)I 
I 
dim(lt\) n X,_, I i - c + p(c) and 1 
dim(1251)nX,_,Ii-l-c+p(c) 
i 
where C,(X; E) denotes the group of all tangentially oriented compact i-dimensional P.L. 
chains on X. We obtain natural homomorphisms 
H’(X: Z) --) ZH$(X; Z) 
and ZHP(X; ;2)-* Hi(X; Z) 
If fi + 4 I I, (where t-denotes the top perversity, t(c) = c - 2), then there are cup 
products, 
and cap products, 
ZHk(X; Z) x ZZQX; Z) + zZ$J~(X; 7z) 
ZZ$(X; H) x ZZq(X; Z)+ ZHY_+f(X; Z) 
such that. if X is compact, then the product 
ZZfk(X; Z) x ZH;-qX; Z) -+ ZHL(X; iz) + z 
is nondegenerate over Q. If X is compact and orientable then the natural homomorphism 
Z$(X; E)-+ zH;_,(X; Z) 
is an isomorphism. Similar constructions can be made using z/(2) coefficients instead of Z 
coefficients; however, in this case ZH$(X;Z/(2)) is canonically isomorphic to 
IHi_, (X: z/(2)) for compact X, because q~ @ z/(2) z z/(2) on X - C. 
===z=== =z=zzz= 
$4. STEENROD SQUARES 
4.1. Definitions. In [ 151, mod 2 Steenrod operations were defined 
sq’: ZH$(X; Z/(2)) * ZH~‘(X; i?/(2)) 
provided 2p I T. These operations are 0 if i > j, and are given by the self intersection if i = j. 
They are “cohomology” (or “normal”) operations, in the sense that the following diagram 
commutes: 
H’(X; iz/(2)) 5 H’+j(X; z!/(2)) 
1 1 
ZH$(X; H/(2))%ZZ+(X; Z/(2)) 
The Steenrod operations satisfy the Cartan formula (whenever both sides of the equation 
make sense), are compatible with change of perversity, and may also be defined on the 
intersection homology with compact supports, 
Sq’: ZH(X;Z/(2)) --* ZH:Pri(X; 2/(2)) 
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(provided 2~7 5 0, so as to agree with the previous operations Sq’ when X is compact. If 
j: U + X is the inclusion of an open subset, then 
j*: ZHP, (V; B/(2))+ ZHP, (X; i?/(2)) 
commutes with Sq’. 
More generally, supposej: Y -+ X is a normally nonsingular inclusion ([13], [14], [IS]), 
with normal bundle v. Then j induces homomorphisms 
j*:ZHP;(Y; h/(2)) + ZH:‘,(X; Z/(2)) 
j* :ZH$ (X; Z/(2))-+ ZHli* (Y; Z/(2)) 
4.2. PROPOSITION. For any r E ZH[( Y; z/(2)) and for any q E ZHf;(X; z/(2)), we have 
sq’j* (q) =j* Sq’(q) 
where W’(V)E H”( Y; z/(2)) is the Whitney class of the vector bundle v. 
Proof: The second formula is proven in [lS], so we will concentrate on proving the first 
formula. Sincej is normally nonsingular, there is a homeomorphism h: v + N c X between 
the total space of the normal bundle v and some open neighborhood N of Y, which restricts 
toj on the zero section of v. Since Sq commutes with the pushforward for open inclusions, 
we may replace X by N. If [ fl denotes the fundamental cohomology class of Y. then 
is the Thorn class of N, and the formula reduces to the classical result of Thorn [43], 
&?W)=j*(w(v)). 
Since N is homeomorphic to a vectorbundle over Y, we have 
morphisms, 
ZH;+,(N)L ZH,P( Y)--i,ZH,P(N) 
canonical (Thorn) iso- 
where c = dim(X) - dim(Y). Therefore, for arbitrary {E ZHt( Y) there is a class FE 
IHi+, such that r =j*(r’,. Thus 
Gj,(5) = Sqj,j*(Q = W,o’*@~CXl) = Sq($. VI = Sq(OSqW) 
= Sd&,(W)) =j,(j*SdfJ.w(v)) =j,(W)~w(v)) 
as desired. 
4.3. Remark. If X is an n-dimensional pseudomanifold and if 5 E ZHF(X; z/(2)) then the 
number Sq’(t)~B/(2) has the following interpretation: If 2i = n then Sq’(5) = 4:. <. Other- 
wise, it is possible to find a normally nonsingular subpseudomanifold j: Y -+ X such that Y 
has a trivial normal bundle in X, dim (I’) = 2i, and r = j,(F) for some class ~EZHF( Y). 
Thus, Sq’(c) = Sq’(f) = F. f (where the intersection takes place inside Y). Such a space Y 
can be found as follows: Let dV denote the boundary of a regular neighborhood U of 5. It 
has a trivial normal bundle in X. By the long exact sequence for intersection homology, e 
comes from a class in ZHF(LJU). If 2i = n - 1 we can take Y = au, otherwise let aU’ be the 
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boundary of a regular neighborhood U’ of 5 in aU. Then 5 pulls back to a class 5’ in aU’ 
which has a trivial normal bundle in X. Continuing in this way, we will eventually lift 5 to 
some class g= <(n-2i) in y = aU(n-2i) which has a trivial normal bundle in X. 
$5. WU CLASSES 
5.1. Definitions. Let X be an n-dimensional (not necessarily compact) pseudomanifold. 
Fix a perversity ti such that 2c < t (where f(c) = c - 2). Let 6 = I - ti be the complementary 
perversity. The operation 
Sq’:IH:(X; Z/(2)) --) ZHF(X; Z/(2)) -+2/(2) 
is given (via Poincart duality) by multiplication with some class 
ui = t&E IHi( x; Z/(2)) 
which is called the ith Wu class. As usual, vi = 0 for i > [n/2]. 
5.2. Remark. For a general pseudomanifold X, the largest such perversity a is the 
“lower middle” perversity 
c-2 
?ii(c) = 2 
[ 1 
It follows that we may always take the Wu classes to live in the intersection homology with 
“upper middle” perversity, 
c-l 
E(c) = 2 . 
[ 1 
One goal of this paper is to find spaces for which the Wu classes can be lifted to lower 
perversities so that top dimensional products of Wu classes can be formed, for these 
products will be cobordism invariant characteristic numbers. 
$6. BOCKSTEIN HOMOMORPHISM 
6.1. Definitions. Let X be an n-dimensional pseudomanifold. The short exact sequence 
of sheaves on X - E 
gives rise to an exact triangle in the derived category D*(X - x) 
where r. denotes an injective resolution of z and where J. denotes an injective resolution of 
h/(2). Fix a perversity p. Let IIJ. denote Deligne’s sheaf ([19]) as in 93.1. We want to ask =zz=zzz 
whether fi extends to a morphism on p.. 
6.2. Definition. The space X admits a p Bockstein iff the map p has an extension (in the 
derived category D*(X)) to a morphism 
P: E?@/(2)) -) e.mc11 
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6.3. PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) X admits a j Bockstein 
(b) For every stratum S qf X, 
Tor (IHE”‘+ ’ (L; H), Z/(2)) = 0 
z 
where L is the link of the stratum S, and c is the codimension of S. 
(c) For every stratum S, the link of S admits a p Bockstein and the operation 
p: IH$“’ (L;Z/(2)) + zH$“+ l (L; Z) 
vanishes. 
Furthermore, in this case the extension /I is unique (in the derived category) and the 




and in particular, there is a long exact Bockstein sequence 
. . 4 IH;(X;Z) -+ mgx; Z) -+ q-(X; H./(2))~IH~‘(X; Z) 4 . , . 
6.4. Proof This follows immediately from Deligne’s construction of P. (L-191) and 
induction. 
6.5. Remarks. 
1. A homology Bockstein homomorphism 
8: IH;(X; h/(2)) --* IHy_ 1 (X;E) 
can be defined provided 
Tor,(IH!-,-,(,,(L; 0, U(2)) = 0 
in a completely analogous way, by replacing the sheaf z by the orientation sheaf w. 
2. If the links L fail to satisfy the condition of the proposition, it is still possible to define 
a (cohomology or homology) Bockstein homomorphism, but it will increase perversity by 1. 
3. The Bockstein has the usual geometric interpretation: Let 5 be an n - i dimensional 
P.L. chain with no mod 2 boundary. Choose a triangulation of It/ and a normal orientation 
of each n - i dimensional simplex. These choices induce a normal orientation on the 
n - i - I dimensional simplices of 151 ( some of which may cancel) and it turns out that the 
resulting n - i - 1 dimensional chain /I(<) is an integral cycle whose homology class was 
independent of the choices. Furthermore, [jI(5)1 c I& so for each stratum S of X we have 
dim(IB(Ol C-J S) I dim(ltl n S) 
which shows that if SEIC~(X; h/(2)) then /?(r)~lHb:\(X; Z). 
6.6. The operation Sq’. By considering the exact triangle corresponding to the exact 
sequence of sheaves on X - YE, 
0 ---* B/(2) - x 2 E/(4) + E/(2) + 0 
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we obtain the following analogous result: 
PROPOSITION. The space X admits an operation 
S4’: !F(U(2)) + P@/(2)) Cl1 
if and only iffor each stratum S ofX the (inductioely dejned) operation 
Sq’: zH;“‘(L; h/(2)) --t zHp”‘+ ‘(L; i?/(2)) 
vanishes (where L denotes the link of the stratum S, and c denotes the codimension of S in X). In 
this case we obtain a long exact sequence 
+ ZH;(X; z/(2)) + ZH;(X; z/(4)) -+ ZH;(X; h/(2)++ ZHF ‘(X; Q’(2)) -+ 
and if X satisfies the conditions of 6.3, then Sq’ is the mod 2 reduction of 8. 
57. THE ORIENTATION CYCLE 
7.1. Definitions. For a compact n dimensional pseudomanifold X it is possible to define 
an orientation class u1 (X) E H, _ 1 (X; i2 /(2)) as follows: choose any orientation of each of the 
n-dimensional simplices Ai of X and take 
7.2. PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) X is orientable (i.e X - C is an orientable manifold) 
(b) H”(X; Z) has no 2-torsion 
(c) The Bockstein homomorphism 
j?: H”-‘(X; Z/(2)) -+ H”(X; h) 
vanishes 
(d) u1 (X) = 0 
7.3. Proof The proof is standard but we note that (c) a(d) because 
Sq’: H”-‘(X; Z/(2)) -+ H”(X; Z/(2)) 
is the reduction (mod 2) of fl. 
7.4. Remark. It is easy to see that the orientation cycle is the image in homology of the 
Wu class t” (X) E ZH k (X; Z/(2)), but even more is true. For a compact pseudomanifold X, 
the orientation cycle ~‘(X)E H,_ 1 (X; Z!(2)), has a canonical ift to ZH+ (X: B/(2)) where i is 
the perversity 
i(c) = min (c - 2, 1) 
for each c. This is because the mod 2 reduction of the Bockstein gives a lift of the Steenrod 
operation Sq’ to intersection homology, 
Sq’: zzqz i(X; Z/(2)) * ZH,“(X; h(2)) + Z(2) 
where I-- i is the perversity 
(i- i)(C)= max(O, c - 3) 
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By Poincare duality, this homomorphism is given by multiplication with some class 
C’E ZHf (X; Z/(2)) 
and it is easy to verify that the image of r1 in H,_, (X; Z/(2)) is the orientation class. 
We conjecture that similar lifts exist for the other Wu classes: 
7.5. Conjecture. For any pseudomanifold X and for any perversity p, there is a 
canonical extension of the Steenrod operation Sq’ to a homomorphism 
Sq’: ZH;(X; Z/(2)) + ZHS+‘(X; Z/(2)) 
where q(c) = min (2p(c), p(c) + i). Applying this extension to IHa-‘(X: Z/(2)), where 
?(c)=max([q],c-2-i) 
would give rise to a canonical lift of tli to a class 
where 
ui E ZH;(X; H(2) 
T(c)= min( [q], i) 
$8. LOCALLY ORIENTABLE SPACES 
8.1. Definitions. A pseudomanifold X is called locally orientable if, for each stratum S, 
the link L of that stratum is an orientable pseudomanifold. 
8.2. PROPOSITION. Zf X is a locally orientable n dimensional pseudomaniJold then the 
orientation (Wu) class u1 (X)E ZH; (X; i?/(2)) ( w ere h ii is the upper middle perversity, 
n(c) = [(c - 1)/2]) has a canonical lift to the intersection homology group ZH&(X; z/(2)) with 
perversity 0. Zf X is also normal then v’ (X) lifts to cohomology. 
8.3. Proof: By Proposition 6.3 the space X admits a t Bockstein homomorphism (where 
t(c) = c - 2), and so 
Sq’: ZH;-’ (X; z/(2)) + ZH;(X; Q(2)) + z/(2) 
is given by multiplication with u1 (X)EZH~(X; z/(2)). 
Remarks. This result can be seen by a simple geometric argument which R. MacPherson 
told us: Suppose X is normal and locally orientable. It is then possible to orient each of the 
n-dimensional dual cones in a triangulation of X. This induces an orientation on the n - 1 
dimensional dual cones, so the orientation class is naturally an element of H’ (X; z/(2)). 
~27, 141). 
COROLLARY. Zf an n-dimensional pseudomanifold X is orientahle (i.e. if there exists an 
orientation of each n-simplex such that the induced orientations on each n - 1 -simplex cancel, 
or equivalently, if v1 (X) = 0), then X is also locally orientable. 
Prooj The restriction u1 (X)1 L to any link L is the orientation class of L. 
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8.4. Geometric Representative of the Orientation Cocycle. Suppose X is a normal, locally 
orientable pseudomanifold. Then it has an orientation bundle, which is a Z/(2) fibre bundle 
whose fibre at each point x is the set of generators of H,(X, X - x; Z). The associated line 
bundle ox is classified by a map f: X -+ RPN (for sufficiently large N). The characteristic 
class u’(X) is f*(y), where y is the generator of H’(RPN; Z/(2)). Since the generator of 
H’ (RPN) is carried by the Thorn class of the normal bundle of RPN- ’ in RPN, making the 
map f transverse to RPN- l ([143, (13)] gives a normally nonsingularly embedded sub- 
pseudomanifold 
Y=f_‘(FW-‘)cX 
such that the Thorn class of the normal bundle of Yin X represents v’(X). We also define 
higher orientation cocycles, 
y(i) = f -l([WpN-i) 
(for transverse choice off) which represent he characteristic lasses (vI)~, such that each 
inclusion Yci) c Vi-l) is normally nonsingular. Let or denote the orientation line bundle 
of Y. 
PROPOSITION. 
(A) Let v denote the normal bundle of the inclusion j,: Y + X. Then 
j:(v’(X)) = v’(Y) + 2 v~-~"(Y)(w~(v))~" 
a=0 
(B) Let j,: Y2) + X denote the inclusion. Then j,*(ul(X)) = v’( Yc2)). 
(See also Proposition 8.7) 
Proof By Poincare duality, it suffices to verify that the product (of each side of the 
above equation) with any 5 E I@( Y; h/(2)) is equal. Since this is a number (in Z/(2)) we may 
compute the product in H,(X; Z/(2)). Thus, 
j,(j*o’(X). 5) = v’(X).j,([) = S$j+(r) = j,Sq’(5)+j,w’(v)Sq’-‘(5) (by 4.2). 
By the Cartan formula, for any one-dimensional class w, we have 
w.sqi-I(<) = Sq’_‘(w.<) + sq’-2(w2.t) + sq’-4(w4.5) +. . 
which gives 
j,(j*u’(X).t) = j,[(vi(Y)+ui-‘(Y)w’(v)+vi-2(Y)W2(V)+. . .).(I 
and this proves part (A). The proof of part (B) is similar: 
j,,(j:v’ (X). 5) = Sq’j,.(c) = j2.Sq1(t) + j2.w1 (v)Sq’(O (by 4.2). 
But the normal bundle v([WP~-~ c RPN) is orientable, so the second term vanishes. 
(4 ox _ ,, is trivial (i.e. X - Y is orientable) 
(b) or is trivial (i.e. Y is orientable) 
(c) WY,21 z v( Y12) c Y) z o,lY (2) where v denotes the normal bundle 
(4 v( YQ’ = X) z ~yct, 0 WY(Zl 
8.5. LEMMA. 
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8.6. Proof of Lemma. (a) is obvious. To prove (b). note that by 8.4(A), we have 
v’(Y) + wl(v) = j*(r’(X)) 
Since or and v are line bundles on Y, they are determined by their first Whitney classes. so 
we conclude that 
On the other hand, 0~1 Y z v( Y c X) because these bundles are pulled back from the 
tautological bundle 1; on KG““, and the corresponding isomorphism is true for the corre- 
sponding bundles on RPN- ’ and RPN. Therefore, or is trivial (which proves (b)). 
The second isomorphism of part (c) is the pullback to Y(‘) of the canonical isomorphism 
v(lRPN-* C [WV-‘) 2 ~[RIFp”-* 
and by 8.4(B), we have oxI Y(*) 2 oycl, since these line bundles are classified by their 
Whitney classes. This proves(c). 
Finally, 
v( Y(2) C X) = v( Y(2) C Y) 0 v( Y C X) z oy,z, 0 oxI YC2) E C+(Z) 0 oy,z, 
by (c). 
8.7. COROLLARY. Let j,: Y(*) + X denote the inclusion. Then, for any i we have 
j: (u’(X)) = u’( Y(*)) + f u’-*~( Y(*))o ‘( Y(*))*” 
II=1 
Proof: Let q denote the normal bundle of the inclusion j,. By Lemma 8.5(d) we have 
w1 (q) = 0 and w*(q) = u’( Y(*))*. Using exactly the same procedure as in the proof of 8.4(A), 
these substitutions allow us to replace all the characteristic lasses of q with characteristic 
classes of Y(*). 
$9. COBORDISM OF LOCALLY ORIENTABLE PSEUDOMANIFOLDS 
9.1. Definition. If X is a compact n-dimensional locally orientable pseudomanifold, then 
the orientation number a(X)c~Z/(2) is the number 
a(X) = &(Vl(X)) 
where E: H,(X; Z/(2)) + H/(2) denotes the augmentation. 
9.2. Remark. This number is 0 if n = 2k + 1 is odd because 
a(X) = Sqi((~‘)~(u’)~) = 2(~‘)~Sq’(v’)~ = 0 (mod 2) 
9.3. THEOREM. The cobordism class of a locally orientable n-dimensional pseudomanifold 
is determined by its orientation number. 
COROLLARY. If _A< denotes the cobordism group of i dimensional locally orientable 
pseudomanifolds, then we have 
Z/(2) for i even 
0 for i odd 
TOP 28-3-E 
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9.4. Outline of Proof S. Buoncristiano pointed out to us that there is an elementary 
geometric proof of this result, along the lines of [lo], [l 11, but we will give a “surgery” 
proof, using the method of Stong ([39]) b ecause the same technique will be needed later in 
this paper. Here is the outline of proof: If X is orientable then Z = cone(X) is a cobordism 
to 4. If X is not orientable, then we want to make it orientable by doing surgery on (a 
neighborhood of) the orientation cycle Y c X. If Y has a trivial normal bundle in X, then 
this surgery is easily accomplished because Y itself is orientable. Otherwise, we must first do 
a surgery on the orientation cycle of Y to trivialize the normal bundle of Y in X. These 
arguments are most clearly organized in the exact sequences of Stong: 
9.5. Z/(2)-pseudomanifolds and Stong’s exact sequences. A Z/(2)-structure on a pseudo- 
manifold X is a choice of normally nonsingular codimension 1 submanifold Y (possibly 
empty) such that [Y] represents the orientation cycle, and such that Y has trivial normal 
bundle in X. If X admits a Z/(2)-structure, then X can be obtained from an oriented 
pseudomanifold with boundary ( W, 8 W) with the property that a W = Y u - Y, by identi- 
fying the two components of C? W (just cut X along Y to obtain W). If t”(X)* = 0, then X 
admits a Z/(2)-structure because (Proposition 8.4) there exists a choice of orientation cycle Y 
with trivial normal bundle. The analogous notion of a H/(2)-structure on a cobordism 
between two pseudomanifolds with h/(2)-structures gives rise to the cobordism group 
Q(E/(2)) of locally orientable pseudomanifolds which admit a Z/(2)-structure. For any 
pseudomanifold X EQ(Z/(~)) the orientation cycle Y is orientable and determines a 
homomorphism b: Q@/(2))-, R,_ 1 (where R denotes the cobordism group of orientable 
pseudomanifolds). Let _N_i denote the cobordism group of i-dimensional ocally orientable 
pseudomanifolds. 
PROPOSITION. ([39)] For any i dimensional locally orientable pseudomanifold X, the 
association X -+ Y (*’ induces a surjective homomorphism 
(v’)Z: A; + Ni-2 
with kernel Q@/(2)), and the resulting short exact sequence 
0 --) ni(h/(2)) --* pi --* ~~-2 ~ 0 
is naturally split. Furthermore there is a natural long exact Bockstein sequence 
where fl associates to any Z/(2) pseudomanifold X the pseudomantfold Y = b(X) which 
represents the orientation class of X. 
COROLLARY. If Ri consists of elements of order 2, then 
A; z JV;_2@Ri@Ri_l 
9.6. Proof of Theorem 9.5. This is exactly the same as in [39] p. 156. 
9.7. Proof of Theorem 9.3. First note that Qi = 0 (if i 2 1): if X is orientable, then 
Z = cone(X) is an orientable null cobordism. According to the second Stong exact 
sequence, this implies that the homomorphism 
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is an isomorphism. Now consider the general case. Suppose the orientation number of X 
vanishes. Let Y@) denote the second orientation cycle (8.4). By Corollary 8.7, the orientation 
number of Ycz) vanishes. By induction, this means that Yc2) is null-cobordant, so [X] is 
also. 
510. LOCALLY ORIENTABLE WIT-I- SPACES 
10.1. Definition. An n-dimensional pseudomanifold X is a (Z/(2)-) Witt space iff (for 
some and hence for any stratification of X) for each stratum of odd codimension c = 2k + 1, 
we have 
IHX(L; Z/(2)) = 0 
where L is the link of that stratum. 
These spaces have been studied in ([37], [15]) where it was shown that if X is a Z/(2)- 
Witt space, then 
(a) the natural homomorphism IHk(X; Z/(2)) + IH$(X; E/(2)) is an isomorphism 
(b) The Wu classes ui lift canonically to ZH&(X; Z/(2)), and so one can define Whitney 
classes 
ZW,_j = C Sq”Ub(X)EH,_j(X; Z/(2)) 
e+b=j 
(c) The cobordism groups of Z/(2)-Witt spaces of dimension n are 0 for n odd, and are 
isomorphic to Z/(2) for n even, with the only invariant being given by the intersection 
homology Euler characteristic I W,(X) = ujvj = 1%(X; B/(2)) where j = n/2. 
10.2. Definition. An n-dimensional pseudomanifold X is a locally orientable Witt space, 
if it is both locally orientable and is Z/(2)-Witt space. 
LEMMA. If X is a locally orientable Witt space then Sq’Sqzi = Sq2’ + ’ as homomorphisms 
IHjm(X; 2/(2))~ZHi”_,i- 1 (X; 2/(2)) 
Remarks. This formula is the first Wu relation for Steenrod squares. It is conjectured 
that the Wu relations between the Steenrod squares hold in general, whenever both sides of 
the relation make sense. 
COROLLARY. Zf X is orientable then the operation 
Sq zir+1: ZH$+,(X; 2/(2))+2/(2) 
vanishes. 
This is because SqZk + l (~)=sq’sqz~(~)=u’(x)sq2~(~)=o. 
Proof of Lemma. (See [38] p. 281, exercise # 5) As in [S], [ 151, the Steenrod squares 
may be constructed from certain sheaf maps 
of degree j, by 
Sq’(c) = J, _ i(c 0 c) 
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where T(a, @ 02)=( - l)des(a~‘de~o~)(u2 @ a,) 
Now suppose that c E T(IC4,(Z/(2)) . 1s a (mod 2) cycle. Choose a lift to a chain FE 
r(ZC$Q)). Then dc = 2y for some y E r(ZC$+ ‘(72)) and if q = 2j + 2k + 1 is odd, we have = = 
SqlSqZ’(c)=~dDlj+,(c’ @ E) (mod 2) 
=tD2j(2E 0 ~-9D,j+,(2Y 0 C-c 0 2Y) (mod 2) 
=D,j(c”O~)-D,j+,(YOc-ccY) (mod 2) 
=Sq=+’ (c)-D2j+l(YOc+c~Y)-2D2j+I(cOY) (mod 2) 
=Sq2’[+’ (c)eD,j+,d(Y Oc)+dD2j+z(Y 0 c) (mod 2) 
=sq 2k+1(c)-D2j+2(dY0 c+Y @ dc)+dD,j+,(Y 0 c) (mod 2) 
=sq=+’ (c)-D2j+1(2Y @Y)+dD2j+2(Y @Cl (mod 2) 
The results now follows by reducing mod 2 and reducing mod boundaries 
10.3. Characteristic numbers. Suppose X is an n-dimensional ocally orientable Witt 
space. If i+j 5 n are nonnegative integers, we define the characteristic number 
where E: H,(X; h/(2))+H/(2) denotes the augmentation. Since a1 is a cohomology class and 
u’v’ is a homology class, this product is a well defined cobordism invariant. 
We will see (10.4) that the cobordism class of a locally orientable Witt space X is 
determined by the characteristic numbers u”(X). Since the relations between these charac- 
teristic numbers are quite complicated, we will give another basis for the space of 
characteristic numbers involving two new sets of invariants. 
Definition. If n=2k=dim(X) is even, we define 
Z%(X) = &(UV) 
9?(X) = I.%-( Vi’) 
when I% denotes the (mod 2) intersection homology Euler characteristic. If n = 2k + 1 is 
odd, we define similarly 
O(X) = &(UVUi) 
@(X) = Q( Vi’) 
It follows from 8.5(c) that 9?(X) = xi - *( F2)) and Q,‘(X) = @,‘- 2( r2)). The numbers xi and @’ 
are well defined and are cobordism invariants. 
Remark. If n= 2k + 1 is odd, the number Q(X)= ukk = ukukul vanishes when X is a 
compact manifold because it equals Sq1(ukuk)=2tiSq1(uk) by the Cartan formula. However, 
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in our situation, Sq’ cannot be defined as an operation on middle intersection homology, so 
the product 2okSq’(uk) does not make sense, and the above argument fails (cf. 11). In fact, the 
number a(X) is nonzero on the following (singular) locally orientable Witt space X: The 
connected sum @P2 # ClP2 bounds, as an orientable Witt space: it is possible to kill the 
class represented by @Pi # UP” by surgery as in [37]. Let us say dY=@P2 # CP’. The 
natural identification of these boundary components is therefore an orientation reversing 
diffeomorphism, and if we glue two boundary components by this diffeomorphism we 
obtain a Sdimensional space X with the property that its orientation cycle Y=CP2 has 
odd Euler characteristic, and has trivial normal bundle in X. Thus, o’(X)O’(X)~ = 
5?(CP2)= 1 (mod 2). 
10.4. Relations among the characteristic numbers. 




[I i ifniseven 
lli< -- [1 f ifnisodd 
Proof: We shall use induction on min (i,j), with the case min (i,j)= 1 giving rise to some 
multiple of the orientation number, since u’~=u~(u~)“-~=S~~(~~)~-~= 
( 1 
“yi (0’)“. For the 
inductive step, suppose that j~i. Notice first that, for any p>O, (Sqj-puj)(u1)n-2j-p is (by 
induction) a linear combination of the numbers listed above because, by the Cartan 
formula, 
(~qj-P~)(ul)“-2j-p=Sqj-P(~(ul)n-2j-p)+te~s involving sqj-p-4d 
,,$-p~(uly-2j-P + terms involving d-p-qd(u’)“-2j-P-q 
(where q > 0), to which the inductive hypothesis applies. 
Now consider a general characteristic number uij with i=min(i,j). There are two cases 
to eliminate: (a) j = i is odd, and (b) j > i. 
Case (a): We compute 
u2i+1u2i+1(ul)n-4i-2=~q2i+l(u2i+l(ul~-4i-2) 
=sqlsq2i(u2i+ 1 (ul)n-4i-2)=ul~q2i(u2i+l~u1~-4i-2+~ower terns 
=g2iu2i+1(u1)n-4i-l+]ower terms 
(by Lemma 10.2) to which the inductive hypothesis applies. 
Case (b): By the Cartan formula, 
uij=sqj(ui(uly-i-j )=S4iuiS4j-i(ul)n-i-j+ p~o~qi-puic$j-i+p(ul~-i-j 
= uiui n-i-j 
( > 
j_i (ul)“-i-i+term s involving uki with k < i 
which reduces us to case (a). 
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Finally, we observe that if n =2k+ 1 is odd, then there is an additional relation: the 
orientation number ull =(v’)” vanishes, because (ul)“+l =Sq’((u1)k(v1)k)=2(u1)kSq1(u1)k =0 
(mod 2). 
PROPOSITION B. If n=dim(X) is even, then every characteristic number vij is a linear 
combination of the mod 2 invariants 
ILqr”‘), 1x(Y+4’), . . . ,I%(+]) 
If n is odd, then every characteristic number v’j is a linear combination of the invariants 
a( Y(“-y, @( Y(“-g)), . . . , @(yb-l-4p]) 
Proof By the preceding proposition, it suffices to verify that the numbers u2iu2i(v1)n-4i 
can be written as linear combinations of these invariants. Consider the case that n is even. If 
n-4i=O, then v~‘u~‘=ZX(X)=Z~(~~)). If n-4i 2 2, then 
u2iv2i(vl)n-4i, v2iv2i(vl)2(t,lyt-4i-2__jf(v2it’2i(vl)n-4i-2) 
where j2: Y’ ‘j-+X is the inclusion of the second orientation cycle. According to proposition 
8.4 and 8.7, this product becomes the following product of characteristic lasses of V2! 
(u2i+v2i-2(~1)2+v2i-4(01)4+ . . ~)(v2i+v2i-2(v1)2+ . . )(vl)n-4i-2 
which is a linear combination of numbers upq(P2’). By induction, each of these terms is a 
linear combination of the numbers I.%( Y(“-4i)) as desired. The case n is odd follows in an 
exactly parallel manner. 
10.5. Cobordism of locally orientable Witt Spaces. Let Cl? denote the cobordism group 
of i-dimensional orientable Witt spaces. (Recall from 8.3 that orientable = locally orien- 
table.) 
THEOREM A. The oriented cobordism group is 
n Z/(2) ifn=O (mod 4) 
n 0 otherwise 
and the single invariant is given by the (intersection homology) Euler characteristic. 
Let JV~ denote the cobordism group of i-dimensional locally orientable Witt spaces. If 
n is even, we have homomorphisms 






Y’*: .Af”+z/(2) f 
.!l*(X)={Z%(r"-4ib)10 5 i 5 [a]] 
‘y*(x)= v2iv2i(vl)n-4i- 1 
i 
lO~i~[~]~ 
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If n is odd, we have homomorphisms Y*, Q*: A”,+Z/(2)[:], given by 
THEOREM B. The homomorphisms Y*, %*, and @* are isomorphisms. 
10.6. Stong exact sequences. We shall use the symbol @“(Z/(2)) to denote the cobor- 
dism group of locally orientable Witt spaces with (c’)‘=O; it can be identified with the 
cobordism group of Z/(2)-locally orientable Witt spaces (see 9.2). 
PROPOSITION. The association X --) p2’ induces a surjective homomorphism 
A/^~+JV~2 
with kernel QW(Z/(2)). The resulting short exact sequence 
O-+R~(Z/(2)) --) NW + A/i” 2 + 0 
is naturally split. Furthermore, the long exact Bockstein sequence 
splits into short exact sequences. 
COROLLARY. There is an isomorphism 
Jv~zViW_2@R~@R~I 
Proof: The proof is exactly the same as that in 9.6. It is only necessary to observe that 
the Witt-space condition is preserved during each cobordism. 
10.7. Proof of Theorem 10.5. 
Part A. If X is an n-dimensional orientable, locally orientable Witt space and n is odd, 
then X = a(cone(X)) because the cone(X) is a locally orientable Witt space. If n is even, then 
X is a boundary if and only if I_%(X)=0 by the argument of 1371. However, if 
dim(X)=4k+2, then the number Ix(X) is 0, because 
I.%(X) = Sq 2~+1(v2~+1)=lj~q2k(y2k+1)=v1~q2k(v2k+1)=~ 
(by Lemma 10.2) since X is orientable. This leaves nonzero Euler characteristics only in 
dimension n=4k, and in this case @Pzk are nontrivial representatives of the cobordism 
groups. 
Parr B. Next we consider the injectivity of the homomorphisms F*, Y*, and CD* in the 
non-orientable case. We shall use induction on the dimension of X, and consider only the 
case that n = dim(X) is even, the case of odd n being entirely parallel. We have already seen 
(10.4) that each characteristic number v2ivZi(v1)n-4i can be written as a linear combination 
of the numbers Z3( P-4i’), so it suffices to show that the homomorphism S* is injective. 
Suppose that X is a locally orientable n-dimensional Witt space and that %*(X)=0. Then 
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(see 85(c)), Y*( I’(‘)) =O, where r2’ denotes the second orientation cycle (8.3). By induction, 
V2) is cobordant to 0, so by the first Stong exact sequence, X is cobordant to a h/(2)-Witt 
space X’ which admits an orientation cycle Y’ with trivial normal bundle. Now consider the 
second Stong sequence. The orientation cycle Y’ is orientable, and its (intersection homol- 
ogy) Euler characteristic is 
1%2”(Y) =uk( Y)uk( Y) = i*(u’(x’)u~(x’)u’(x’)) 
by Proposition 8.4(A), and this vanishes by proposition 10.4.B. Therefore X’ is cobordant to 
an orientable Witt space X”, with the same (mod 2 intersection homology) Euler charac- 
teristic. Thus, by Theorem 10.5 (part A), X” is null cobordant. 
The case of n odd is entirely parallel. Surjectivity follows from (10.6). 
$11. LOCALLY SQUARE FREE SPACES 
11.1. DeJnition. A pseudomanifold X is an LSF space o 
(a) for each stratum S of odd codimension c=21+ 1 we have 
ZH;“(L, H/(2))=0 
(b) for each stratum of even codimension c=21, the operation 
Sq’: ZH;“(L; Z/(2))-+ZH;“! 1(L; Z/(2)) 
vanishes, where L denotes the link of the stratum S. 
11.2. PROPOSITION. Let X be an n dimensional LSF space. Then 
(a) the Wu classes v’(X) lift canonically to ZH~-i(X: H/(2)) 
(b) the Steenrod operation Sq’ is defined as a homomorphism 
Sq’: ZH~(X; Z/(2))-+ZHf_ ,(X; Z/(2)) 
(c) there exists a Pontrjagin square operation 
93,: ZHF(X; z/(2))+H,i_,(X; h/(4)) 
with the following properties: 
(i) 92(x+y)=Y2(x)+Bz(y)+2x.y 
(ii) p2(x)- x.x (mod 2) 
(iii) if i: D-+X is the normally nonsingular inclusion of a submanifold with trivial normal 
bundle, then 
Proof Parts (a) and (b) follow from $5 and $6. We will give an outline of two different 
approaches to the Pontrjagin square, each of which is quite complicated. 
Approach 1. is to make sense of the usual formula 
9,(x) = x.x + x u l ax (mod 4) 
using Deligne’s sheaf theoretic construction of intersection homology. The cup-l product 
can be defined on Z/(4) chains (even on integral chains), following the procedure in [lS]. In 
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order to form the product XU,~X it is necessary to find cochain complexes for the 
intersection chains such that the (mod 4) boundary of a (mod 2) chain is naturally a chain in 
IC(X; Z/(4)). This can be done precisely if X is an LSF space, and in fact it is possible to find 
a short exact sequence of chain complexes 
O+ZC”(X; P/(2))-+1CG(X; Z/(4))-+ZCG(X; 2/(2))-+0 
which compute the intersection homology. With this construction of p2, the proofs of(i) 
and (ii) are standard, while (iii) is a restatement of the fact ([44], [46], [47]) that the 
suspension of the Pontrjagin square is the Postnikov square. A complete proof of (iii) 
therefore consists of repeating the proof in [44], using the intersection chains instead of 
cellular chains, but the argument goes through without any changes. 
Approach 2. is to define the operation 8, only on the group ZHk(X; Z/(2)), when X is an 
n=2k dimensional pseudomanifold. (This is the only time we will ever use the Pontrjagin 
square). We first define the operation on ker(Sqk) using property (iii), i.e. if x2 = 0 then for 
any P. L. cycle representative A of x, there is a class x’ E rH&(aN; Z/(2)) such that i,(x’) = x, 
where i: aN-+X denotes the inclusion of the boundary of a regular neighborhood of A. 
Define 9’,(x)=Zx’Sq’(x’)~ Z/(4). Since X is a LSF space, aN is also, and so the product 
x’.Sq’(x’) may be formed in intersection homology. It is easy to see that this operation is 
well defined: any two cycle representatives A, and A, of x are homologous by a chain B c X 
x [O, l] such that dB = A, x {l} -A, x (0). It is possible to choose a regular neighborhood 
fi of B in X x [O, 1] which restricts to given neighborhoods Ni of Ai in X x {i} (i=O, 1). The 
relative homology class [B] E IHk+ 1 (X x [0, 11) comes from a class [B’] E IH,, 1 (aN, 
(aiv,) u(aN,)), so the chain B’.Sq’(B’) defines a homology between the corresponding 
numbers xd.Sq’(xb) and x;.Sq’(x;). We omit the rather complicated geometric con- 
struction which is needed to show that 9,(x + y) =9,(x)+9,(y)+ 2x.p. It is now 
possible to find a (noncanonical) extension of gz to all of ZH,(X) as follows: if K = ker(Sqk) 
= IHt(X) then there is nothing left to do. Otherwise, choose a 1 dimensional complement 
LclHt(X; Z/(2)). The subspace L contains a unique nonzero element 1 EL, 1.1= 1 so we 
may choose a value of 1 or 3 for 9,(l). This gives projections x1: IHF(X)+K and 
n,: ZHf(X)+L, so we may define 
gz(x) = p&(x)) +~&(x)) + ~i(x).~(x) (mod 4). 
It is easy to see that this function satisfies (i), and (ii) above. Property (iii) also follows from 
the argument above: if x E IHMD) then i,(x) E K and the regular neighborhood N of a cycle 
representative of i,(x) may be chosen in the form N = N’ x [O, 11, where N’ is a regular 
neighborhood in D of a cycle representative of XEIH,“(D). 
Remarks. By making the other choice for p2(f) we would obtain an operation 9; which 
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) but which differs from 8, by an automorphism of Z’/(4). The 
advantage of the more abstract sheaf approach is that no choices are involved in the 
construction of the Pontrjagin square. 
If X is an LSF space, then Sq’ is defined as an operation on ZH,“(X: Z/(2)). If X is also 
locally orientable then Sq’ is also defined as an operation on H,(X; Z/(2)). These two 
operations commute with the homomorphism IHT +H,(X), but there may not exist Sq’ 
operations which preserve the other intersection homology groups IHi for ti<p<f 
(although, as remarked in $5, there always exists a Sq’ operation ZHF(X)-+IHC(X) where 
q(c)=min Q(c)+ 1, 2p(c)). 
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$12. CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS AND INVARIANTS OF ORIENTABLE LSF SPACES 
12.1. The invariants. 
Suppose X” is an orientable LSF space. Then the following cobordism invariant 
characteristic numbers may be formed: viunVi, v’Sq’ (v”-~- ‘), Sq’(v’) S~‘(V”-‘-~). 
PROPOSITION. If X” is an orientable LSF-space, then the following relations hold between 
the above characteristic numbers: 
(1) sq’(v’)sq’(v”-i-2)=0 
(2) 
&p-i= 0 unless n=2i 
(3) viSql(vn-i-l)=O 1 un ess n=4k+ 1 and i=n-i- 1=2k 
Proof: Compute Sq’(vi)Sq’(v”~i~2)=Sq’(vi.Sq’(v”~i~2))=v1.vi.Sq’(v”~i~2)=O (since 
X is orientable). Since vi = 0 for i > n/2 we obtain (2). Similarly characteristic numbers of 
type (3) can only occur if i and n-i- 1 differ by at most one, which leaves the possibilities 
v’Sq’(v’) in a 2i+ 1 dimensional space, and vi-‘Sq’(v’)=v’Sq’(v’-‘) in a 2i-dimensional 
space. These last numbers vanish since v’Sq’v’-’ =Sqi(Sq’vi-‘)=(Sq’vi-‘)2=0 by argu- 
ment (1). If X is 4k+ 3 dimensional then v2’+ 1Sq’u2k+1 =Sq’Sq2kSq1v2k+ l= 
t;l ,sq2ksqlv2k+ 1 = 0 since X is orientable (cf. Corollary 10.2). 
This leaves two interesting characteristic numbers: vkvk=I.Y(X) (mod2) for X2k and 
v2’ Sq’v2k for X4k+ l. If X is 4k dimensional, the Pontrjagin square gives rise to a further 
Z/(2) extension of the mod 2 Euler characteristic, as follows: 
Definition. Let H be a Z/(2) vectorspace with a nonsingular Z/(2)-valued inner product 
( , ) and a function 9: H+Z/(4) which satisfies 
9(x + Y) = 9(x) + P(Y) + xx, Y> 
(which implies 9’(x) = (x, x) (mod 2)). 
Define the Pontrjagin invariant 
n(H)=& arg C exp (ilcp(x)/2) E Z/(4) 
xstf 
This sum is a fourth root of unity ([34], [32], [S]) and it is easy to see that dim(H)=+f) 
(mod 2). Therefore the cobordism invariant x(X) := n(ZH’;,(X; Z/(2))) is a Z/(2)-extension of 
the invariant 1.%(X; Z/(2)). If X is a manifold then x(X) is the signature mod 4. 
12.2. Vanishing of the semicharacteristic 
There is some interesting algebra associated to the characteristic number v2kSq1~2k; in 
particular (see [24]) 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a 4k + 1 dimensional orientable LSF space. Then the following 
four statements are equivalent: 
(1) v21rSq1(u21r)=0 
(2) For al/ &lHfk+ 1 (X), sq2kw(5)=r.w5) 
(3) The rank ofSq’: IHL+, (X; Z/(2))+1H7k(X; H/(2)) is even. 
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Proof: The same proof as in [24] works, provided we can establish the identity 
for all rdH’;,+ i (X; iZ/(2)). See [48] (or [6], [7]) for a proof in ordinary cohomology. We 
now give a direct geometric proof which works intersection homology. Let x be an oriented 
P.L. chain which is a (mod 2) cycle such that [x] =r and [ax] =2.Sq1(& and let y=$ iix. 
Choose a regular neighborhood N of dx and let i: aN+X denote the inclusion of the 
boundary of N into X. We may assume that aN is transverse to x. Thus xn (X-N) 
is an orientable P.L. relative cycle in IC $+ ,(X - N, aN)which represents aciass [x]~lH,“, I 
(X-N, aN; Z). Furthermore the class [y&IHf(N; Z) pulls back to a class [yll~IH?(dN; 
Z): just take y’=l*(y”) where r: N- lyJ+dN is the retraction to the boundary, and y” is any 
chain representative of [y] which is dimensionally transverse [1 S] to y, i.e. such that yny” 
=c#I. If d,: ZH,“I,,(X- N, dN; Z)+IHF(aN; Z) we have 
so 
o=(a,[x])2=[xnaN]2-4[xnaN].[y’J+4[y’]2Ez 
However, [xnaN]‘=O because a cycle representative x’ of x may be chosen so that x’ is 
dimensionally transverse to y, and this implies x’nN consists of finitely many transverse 
disks 0; v 0; v . . . u 0; centered at nonsingular points pi, pi, . . , pi of y. The boundaries 
8D; + . . . + aD: represent he class xnaNdH,",(dN; H). A third cycle representative x” of 
x may be chosen so that the corresponding points of intersection p;, . . . , pi are disjoint 
from the points pi, . . . , pi, and therefore the corresponding transverse disks 0; are disjoint 
from the disks 0;. Thus 
[xnaN12 = [x'naN] . [Y&N] = [ 41 =O. 




12.3. Vanishing of the Pontrjagin invariant. 
Definition. Let H be a H/(2)-vectorspace with inner product ( , ) and a Z/(4)-valued 
function 9 as in $11. We shall say that H is hyperbolic if there exists a subspace Kc H such 
that 9JK=O and dim (K)=$ dim (H). 
PROPOSITION. A E/(2)-vectorspace H together with quadratic function 9 is hyperbolic if 
and only if its Pontrjagin invariant n(H) vanishes. In fact, the Z/(4) invariant z classifies triples 
(H, ( . , . ), 9) (which satisfy 11.2(c) (&ii)), up to the orthogonal direct sum with hyperbolic spaces. 
Proof The invariant n is additive with respect to orthogonal direct sums. If H is one 
dimensional with x.x = 1 then 9(x)= 1 or 3, so z(H)= 1 or 3. Now suppose n(H)= 0. We 
shall show that H is hyperbolic. It is easy to see that dim(H) is congruent to n(H) (mod 2). 
(see [33], [30], [S]), so dim (H) is even and there is a basis such that H decomposes as an 
orthogonal sum of 2-dimensional subspaces with intersection matrix given by 
[ 1 y i (which 
we call type I) or 
[ 1 y : (which we call type II). Since 
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further assume that at most one factor of type II occurs. Since n(H) is the sum of the 
Pontrjagin invariants of the factors, we consider each factor separately: 
Let A denote a factor of type I. For each UEA, we have 9(u) = 0 or 2. If 9(u) = 0 for some 
nontrivial UEA, then A is hyperbolic. Furthermore, the orthogonal sum of two non- 
hyperbolic factors of type I is again hyperbolic, and the orthogonal sum of a nonhyperbolic 
type I factor with a nonhyperbolic type II factor is again hyperbolic. Thus we may assume 
there is at most a single nonhyperbolic factor, B, which we now examine. If 9 vanishes on 
some nonzero element UGB, then B is hyperbolic. Otherwise, it can be seen by direct 
computation that if 9 does not vanish on any (nonzero) element u in this factor, then 
n(B) # 0. 
913. COBORDISM OF LSF SPACES 
13.1. Statement of Results. 
THEOREM. The cobordism groups of orientable LSF spaces are 
i 
Z/(2) if i=4k+l, k21 
Q,LsF = Z/(4) if i = 4k, k>l 
0 otherwise, i>O 
where the nonzero invariants are given by u2’Sq’(u2’), and the Pontrjagin invariant 
n(lH’;,(X; z/2)). 
The proof appears in $15. 
13.2. Preparing a cycle for surgery. 
LEMMA A. Suppose X is a 2k-dimensional LSF space. Let &IHF(X; Z/(2)) be a class such 
that Sq1(5) = 0 and 5. < = 0. Then 5 has a representative P.L. cycle 151 c X with a regular 
neighborhood N(5) such that IHy(N; 2/(2))=0 for j 2 k + 1, IHr(N; Z/(2))= Z/(2) and such 
that the operation 
Sq’: IHF(dN; Z/(2))-IHF- 1 @TV; Z/(2)) 
vanishes. 
Proof: See [37] or 17.3 for the computation of the intersection homology of N. From 
the Bockstein sequence ($6) we see that the mod 2 class 5 admits a P.L. cycle represent- 
ative 151 with no boundary (mod 4), since Sq’(t)=O. Consequently the operation Sq’: 
IH,“(N; Z/(Z))-+lHt- l(N; Z/(2)) vanishes. Since 5.5 =O, the long exact sequence for the 
pair ZH:(N, dN; Z/(2)) breaks into dually paired short exact sequences, 
O-+ ZH,“, 1 (N, c!++ ZHF(a) ir IHt(N) -0 
1 sq’ 1 sq’ 1 sq’ 
0- IHF(N, a) -%H~-Ja)~ !Hk”_ ,(N)-0 
For any a~lH,= 1 (N, d; Z/(2)) we have Sq’?,(a)=O because, for any belHF(dN), 
(Sq1d,(a)).b=(d,Sq’(a)).b=a.Sq’i,(b)+Sq’(a.i,b)=a.O+v1(X).a.i,(b)=O since X is orien- 
table. Therefore the rank of Sq’ : ZHq(13N)+lHkm_ 1 (c?N) is at most one. If k is odd then dim 
(8N)=41+ 1 and since L?N is the boundary of an LSF space N we have u’(aN) Sq’vk(8N)=0, 
so by 12.2, the rank of Sq’ is even. This implies Sq’ vanishes. If k is even then for any class 
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t’dHF(dN) such that i,(5’)=<, Sq’(<‘).c?,(c)=O whenever cdH,“,, (N, 8N). So it suffices to 
show that Sq’({‘). <’ = 0. However by 11.2(c) (iii) we have 0=S,(~)=9z(i,(~‘)) 
=2i,(t’.Sq’(<‘))~Z/(4), which implies <‘.Sq’(t’)=O as claimed. 
LEMMA B. Suppose X is a 2k + I dimensional LSF space and {E ZHF(X; Z/(2)) is in the 
kernel of Sq’. Then 5 has a P.L. cycle representative j 5) with a regular neighborhood N(t) such 
that IH,“(N; h/(2)) = z/(2), IHf’(8N; z/(2)) = z/(2) @ H/(2), and such that the operation 
Sq’ : ZH,“(aN; z/(2)) + IHj- 1 (SN; z/(2)) 
vanishes. 
Proof As in Lemma A, we may choose 151 so that Sq’ vanishes on ZHF(N({)) z 
H/(2), and as usual ZH,“, 1(N) = 0. By Poincare duality, the long exact sequence for the pair 
ZHf(N, 8N) breaks into short exact sequences. For any aEZH,“(aN) and for any 
bEZHF+f(dN) we have Sq’(a).b=Sq’(a).a,(b’) for some b’EZHF+,(N, i?N) (because d, is 
surjective). Thus, Sq’(a).b=(i,Sq’(a)).b’=(Sq’(i,a)).b’=O (by 4.2). By Poincari duality, 
this implies Sql(a) = 0. 
$14. SURGERYINTHREESPECIAL CASES 
Throughout this chapter, H/(2) coefficients will be assumed. 
14.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a 2k-dimensional orientable LSF space, t EZHF(X; 
Z/(2)), and Sq’(<) = 0. Zf k is odd, assume that 5:. ( = Sq”(<) = 0; ifk is even then assume that 
gp2(t) = 0 (which implies that r. r = 0). Then X is LSF-cobordant to an orientable LSF 
space X’ such that 
ZfZ?(X’; U(2)) = 
ZHj”(X) forj # k 
5’,(l> for j = k 
and in particular, dim ZH,“(X’) = dim i@(X) - 2. Furthermore, if iH,“(X) = Q(2) Q3 
z/(2) then the cobordism Z between X and X’ may be chosen so that the space 
Y = Z ux. cone (X’) 
is an LSF-space which satisfies X = aY and 
IH,“( r; Z/(2)) = 
1 
0 (j 2 k+ 1) 
ZH:(X)/(;) (j = k) 
ZHy(X) (j<k-1) 
ProoJ We will perform surgery on the class <. By Lemma A (13.2) there is a cycle 
representative 151 of r with a regular neighborhood N such that Sq’ vanishes on ZHf(dN). 
Thus the space X’ = (X -N) u?N cone(aN) is an LSF-space. We claim that the cobordism 
z = x x [o, 11 UN x {I} cone(N u&d)) 
is an allowable LSF-cobordism between X and X’ which satisfies the conditions above (and 
where we abbreviate dff by d and cone(dN) by c(a)). 
Z is allowable: It suffices to check that the new singularity c(Nu$(d)) is an LSF- 
allowable singularity, i.e. that ZHf(Nu&d); z/(2)) = 0. In fact, using the long exact 
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sequence for the pair ZH;I(N, a), the fact that 5.5 = 0, and the Mayer Vietoris sequence for 
the union N u c(a), it is easy to see that 
ZHjm(N u&?); z/(2)) = 
i 
ZHj(N,a) forj > k 
0 
ZHjm(N) 
forj = k 
forj < k 
Computation ofZHF(X’): (This is the usual surgery calculation as in [37], [29].) Recall 




ZHp(X - N) + ZHi(X) -s ZH,“(X, X-N) riZ/(2) 
ZH,“(X, N) z ZHF(X- N, 8N) 
wheref(y) = 5.y so ker(f) = 5’. Therefore Image(Z) = g(ker(f)) = tl/( 5). 
Computation of ZH$(Z) and ZHj”(X’) (j # k). By comparing the Mayer Vietoris se- 
quences for the unions X = (X-N) ua N, and X’ = (X-N) ua c(a), (noting thatfis surjec- 
tive), and by comparing the Mayer Vietoris sequences for the union 
Z=(XxZ)u,.(,) c(N ~a c(a)) = (X’ x Z) ucca, x10) c(N u, c(a)) 
it is easy to see that, for j # k we have 
ZHjm(X) r ZHjm(X’) r ZHF(Z) z 
ZHF(X, N) for j 2 k+ 1 
ZHF(X-N) forjsk-1 
and ZH,“(Z) r ZHF(X)/({) 
Computation of ZH:( Y): Use the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
Y = z uxzc(X’) 
and the computations above, to verify that 
ZHy( Y) = 
0 ifj 2 k+l 
ZHF(Z) ifj < k 
14.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a k + 1 dimensional orientable LSF-space, 5 E ZHi(X; 
i?/(2)), Sqk(<) = 0 and Sql(t) = 0. Then X is LSF-cobordant to an orientable LSF space X’ 
such that ZHp+ ,(X’) = <’ and ZHF(X’) = ZH,“(X)/( <>. ZfZHF(X) was one dimensional, then 
IHF(X’) = 0 and the cobordism Z between X and X’ may be chosen so that the space 
W = z UX’C(X’) 
is an orientable LSF-space with d W = X and 
r” 
for j 2 k+2 
forj= k+l 
forj = k 
CIH~(X) forj<k-1 
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ProoJ We will perform surgery on 5. By Lemma B.(13.2) there is a cycle representative 
Ill of l with a regular neighborhood N such that ZHF(N; Z/(2)) E z/(2)) and such that Sq’ 
vanishes on ZZZF(JN) z z/(2) @ z/(2). Furthermore (see 4.3) the class [ pulls back to a class 
~‘EZHF(C?N) such that t’.r’ = 0. If k is even, the class g’ may be chosen so that 
P(<‘) = OE Z/(4): since 4’. <’ = 0 either .9((‘) =0 or 2. In the latter case we can replace 2’ 
with the class r’+ {* where r* E ZZfF(o’N) is the class represented by the boundary of a disk 
which is perpendicular to a smooth point of )<I. Then l’.t* = 1 and a(<*) = 0, so 
9’(5’+<*) = 9’(~‘)+9(5*)+25’.5* = 4 = 0 (mod 4). 
Applying the special case 14.1 to aN we can find a particular null cobordism Y of ?N. 
Thus the space X’ = (X-N) uaN Y is an LSF-space. We claim that ZHF(X’) = 
ZHF(X)/(r) and that the space 
Z=(XxI)u,.(,,cone(Nu,Y) 
is an LSF-allowable cobordism between X and X’ which satisfies the conditions in the 
statement of proposition 14.2. 
Z is allowable: It suffices to check that cone(N ua Y) is an LSF-allowable singularity, i.e. 
that Sq’ vanishes on IH,“I, I (N u, Y). We will show tha! ZHF+ 1 (N ua Y) is actually 0. An 
examination of the long exact sequences for the pairs ZHz(X, N) and ZH$X, X - N) reveals 
ZHjm(X) = 
ZHy(X, N) for j 2 k + 1 
ZHy(X-N) forj 5 k 
This fact, together with the computation of ZHz( Y) (14.1) fit into the long exact sequence 
for the pair ZHi(N, aN) and the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union ZHF(N uE Y) giving 
ZHi”(Nu,Y)= 0 
I 




Calculation of ZHz(X'): Consider the long exact sequence for the pair 
ZH~+m+(X,X-N)+ZH~+I(X-N)-,ZH~+I(X)~ZH~++(X,X-N) 
II Tp /I 
ZHkm+2(N, aN)AZHf+, @N) ZH,m, 1 (N, aN) 
The map CI is given by multiplication with r. Therefore t1 = coker(/I). Use this fact in the 
Mayer Vietoris sequences for the unions X = (X-N) ug N and X’ = (X-N) us Y to 
compute 
ZHjm(X) for j 2 k+2 
ZHjm(X’) = 
5’ forj=k+l 
ZHjm(X)/(t) for j = k 
ZH,“(X) forjl k-l 
Computation ofZHf(Z): Using the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
2 = (XxI)u,.~,,c(Nu,Y) = (X’XZ)U,.~,,C(NU,Y) 
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it is easy to compute 
f ZH,“(X) forj 2 k+2 
ZHY(Z) = o 
i 
I$( Y) = ZHF(aN)/( 5) for j = k + 1 
forj = k 
ZHj”(X) forj 5 k-l 
Computation of ZHz(W): Use the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
W = Z uxP cone(X’) 
to find 
ZHy( W) = 
0 forj 2 k+2 
ZHF(Z) forj 5 k+l 
14.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is an orientable 2k+ 2 dimensional LSF-space and 
<EZHF (X; Q(2)). Suppose Sq’(r) = 0 and Sql(Q = 0. Then X is LSF-cobordant to an 
orientable LSF-space X’ such that ZHF(X’) = ZHF(X)/(<), together with the induced operat- 
ions of Sqk and Sq’. 
ProoJ: As in Lemma A (13.2), r may be represented by a cycle \<I with a regular 
neighborhood N in X, such that ZHF(N; z/(2)) = h/(2) and 
ZHy(8N) = 
ZHT+,(N,lJN) forj2 k+l 
ZHF(N) forj I k 
and so that both Sq’ and Sqk vanish on ZHr(aN; H/(2)) = (5). 
Remark. The argument in Lemma A (13.2) applies in this case to show that Sq’ vanishes 
on ZHt+ I (JN) so we could try to perform surgery on l by replacing N with cone(dN). 
Although this operation is LSF-allowable, it will not kill the class t. 
Define X’ = (X -N) uaN W, where W is the null cobordism of a W from 14.2. We will 
show that X and X’ are cobordant, and that X’ has the required properties. The cobordism 
between them is 
Z=(XxZ)u NX {l,cone(Nu,N w, 
and to show it is LSF-allowable we must show that ZHF+ 1 (N u W) = 0. In fact, a simple 
calculation with the Mayer Vietoris sequence, together with the homology of W as 
computed 14.2 gives 
ZHy_ 1 (8N) 
ZHjm(N ua W) = 0 
ZHT(N) 
Comparison of the Mayer Vietoris sequences 
(X -N) uaN W gives 
ZHy(X’) = 
ZH$(X) forj # k 
ZHT(X)/(t) for j = k 
for j > k+3 
forj= k, k+l, k+2 
forj< k-l 
for X = (X-N)u,,N and for X’ = 
Furthermore the operations Sq’ and Sq” are left unchanged on any class q E ZHt(X) which 
is different from 5 because such classes admit cycle representatives 1~1 such that 1~1 n 151 = 6, 
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by transversality. Therefore the geometric homology operations as applied to (~1 are 
unaffected by the surgery. 
4 15. PROOF OF THEOREM 13.1 
Each of the invariants ‘IC and ukSqluk has a nonzero value on some smooth orientable 
manifold M (in fact, n(M) is the signature modulo 4). Therefore we need only show that if X 
is an orientable LSF-pseudomanifold and if the relevant invariant of X vanishes, then X is a 
boundary. 
15.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is an orientable 2k + 1 dimensional LSF-space and sup- 
pose ukSqlvk(X) = 0 (which always happens if k is odd, by 12.2). Then X is a boundary. 
Proof: The proof proceeds in two steps. 
Step 1. We will show that X is cobordant to an orientable LSF-space X’ such that 
(KerSqk) n (Im Sq’) = 0 in ZHF(X’; H/(2)) 
For if 4 = Sq’(n)EZHF(X) and if Sqk(5) = 0 then Sql(t) = 0 so we can apply proposition 
14.2 to kill 5 by surgery. This gives rise to a cobordant space X’ such that ZZfF(X’) 
g ZHf(X)/(t). This procedure may be repeated until Sqk is injective on the image of Sq’. 
Step 2. If Sq’: ZHF(X) + a/(2) is injective on the image of Sq’, then the rank of Sq’ is 
either 0 or 1. We will now show that Sq’ vanishes, and hence Y=cone(X) is an LSF- 
allowable null cobordism. If k is odd then (10.2) Sqk vanishes, so Im(Sq’) s (Ker Sqk) 
n (Im Sq’)=O. If k is even then (12.2) the vanishing of the characteristic number ukSql(rk) 
implies that the rank of Sq’ is even, so it cannot be 1. 
15.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a 2k-dimensional orientable LSF-space and 
(a) ry k is euen then x(X) = 0 E H/(4) 
(b) $ k is odd then Z%(X; Z/(2)) = 0 E B/(2). 
Then X is a boundary. 
Proof: The proof proceeds in 3 steps: 
Step I. X is cobordant to an LSF-space X’ such that (Ker Sqk- ‘)n (Im Sq’)=O 
in ZHF_, (X’). This is proven by repeated application of Proposition 14.3 to classes 
tE(Ker Sqk-‘)n(ImSq’). 
Step 2. The space X’ is LSF-cobordant to an LSF-space X” such 
(KerSqk-‘)n(ImSq’) = 0 in ZH~_l(X”) 
and 
k even 3 (Ker 9’) n (Ker Sq’) = 0 in ZH~(X”) 
k odd = (Ker Sqk)n (Ker Sq’) = 0 in IIf: 
(where KerB = {<[S(t) = O}). 
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Proof: Apply Proposition 14.1 to kill classes 5 E (Ker g)n(Ker Sq’) (or Ker Sq’n 
Ker Sq’) without changing IHF_ i (X’). 
Step 3. We will show that ZHF(X”; z/(2)) = 0, so Y = cone(X”) is an LSF-allowable 
null cobordism. Since dim ZH,“(X”) = IX(X) = 0 (mod 2) the dimension of this group is 
even. Consider first the case that k is odd. Then (10.2) Sqk = 0 so ker Sq’ = 0. Thus Sq’ is 
injective, so the composition 
Sqk-‘Sq’ : ZH,“(X”) + Z,‘(2) 
is injective. Therefore dimIH,“(X”) I 1, so it must be 0. 
Now consider the case that k is even. Then k- 1 is odd so Sqk-‘: ZHF_ I (X”) + Z(2) 
vanishes (10.2) so the conclusion of Step 1 is that Sq’: ZH,“(X”) + ZHF_ 1 (X”) also vanishes. 
But x(X”) = 0 so ZHF(X”) is p-hyperbolic (12.3), i.e. 
3dim ZHF(X”) = dim ker (9) = dim (Ker 9 n Ker Sq’) = 0 
so ZHF(X”) = 0. In case k is odd, ZZ(X; Z/2) is always zero by 10.7. 
$16. f-DUALITY SPACES 
16.1. Defiinitions. Consider the special perversity 
S = (0,0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,. . .) 
and its dual, the cospecial preversity 
r = (0, 1,2,2,3,3,4,4, . . .) 
A pseudomanifold X is an F-duality space if, for each stratum of odd codimension c = 2k + 1 
we have 
ZH$(L; E/(2)) = 0 
and for each stratum of even codimension c = 2k, we have 
ZH;- ‘(L; Z/(2)) = ZH;(L; Z/(2)) = 0 
where L is the link of the stratum. We shall make the further technical assumption that X 
admits a stratification with no strata of codimension 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
Remark. The pseudomanifold assumption implies that there are no strata of codimen- 
sion 1. The normality assumption implies that there are no strata of codimension 2. The S- 
duality space assumption implies that the link of a codimension 3 stratum is a smooth 
homology 2-sphere, so it is a smooth sphere, and so there are no strata of codimension 3. 
The S-duality space assumption on the link of a codimension 4 stratum imply that the link 
is a smooth H/(2)-homology three-sphere, of which there are many. So our technical 
assumption consists of a single condition on strata of codimension 4. It must be made so 
that the (infinitely generated) cobordism groups of homology three-spheres do not appear 
in our cobordism theory. 
16.2. PROPOSITION. Let X be an i-duality space. Then 
(a) The natural homomorphisms 
ZH;(X; z/(2)) + ZH;(X; z/(2)) -+ ZH;(X; H/(2)) --* ZH$(X; H/(2)) 
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are isomorphisms (and consequently the perversity 61 involved in the definition of an s 
- - 
perversity space could be replaced by s, n, or r). 
(b) The Wu classes v’(X) lift canonically to Z@(X; z/(2)) 
(c) X admits an CBockstein homomorphism 
ZI: ZZ$(X; Z/(2)) + ZH&(X; Z) 
whose mod 2 reduction is the Steenrod operation 
Sq’: ZHi(X; Z/(2)) + ZH2 l (X; H/(2)) 
and there is a Bockstein exact sequence, 
. . . --) ZHi(X; H) + Z&(X; iz) + ZHk(X; i?/(2)) 4 ZHZ 1 (X; h) + . . . 
which gives rise to the short exact universal coefficient sequence 
0 + ZH&(X; Z) @E/(2) + ZHk(X; z/(2)) + Tor (ZH: ,+‘(X; i?‘), P/(2)) -+ 0 
(and Z may be replaced by the localization Z,,, in these sequences). 
Proof. Part (a) follows from [19] 5.5. Parts (b) and (c) are direct consequences of $5 and 
$6 of this paper. The functor @ i&, is flat so iz may be replaced by H(,,. 
16.3. Linking Pairing. In the following section we will use the notation c to denote the 
torsion subgroup of ZHF(X; Z,,,). In this paragraph we will assume that X is an oriented 
i-duality space of dimension n. 
LEMMA. The middle intersection homology of X satisfies Poincare duality over Z,,,, i.e. 
there is a commutative diagram with exact columns and isomorphisms along the rows, 
ZH~(X;E,,,)/T$ 1 
I 
* HomVHE:_(X; &,), &,) 
I 
0 0 
which gives rise to a nondegenerate linking pairing 
C(X) x TF-,- 1 W) -+ Q/q*, 
where $(z, denotes the localization of E at 2. 
Proof of Lemma. The S-duality space assumptions imply that for every stratum of odd 
codimension c = 21+ 1 we have ZH;“(L; &,,) = 0 and for every stratum of even codimen- 
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sion c = 21 we have IHF(L; Z,,,) = 0. Thus the assumptions of [20] 4.4 are satisfied (but 
with Z replaced by Z,,,) and we conclude that the linking pairing 
C’(X)@ r-,-,(X)-+Q/Z,,, 
is nonsingular, where c(X) denotes the torsion subgroup of IHF(X; Z,,,) z 
IHF(X; Z),z,. 
16.4. Orientable s-duality spaces. 
Definition. A pseudomanifold X is an orientable i-duality space if it is both orientable 
and also an i-duality space. 
Remarks. For such spaces the first Wu class r ’ is defined but is always 0. The following 
characteristic numbers may also be formed: rirnei, rnei- ’ Sq’ (c’), Sq’(?)Sq’ (I’“-~-~). This 
is because each ai lifts to the middle intersection homology, and the operation Sq’ preserves 
the middle intersection homology. If X is a 4k dimensional orientable S-duality space then 
the nondegenerate intersection pairing on the middle interesection homology. 
is a symmetric bilinear pairing and so it determines a class cr(X) E W(ho,) in the Witt group 
of symmetric bilinear form modules over ZC2, (see [33], [49]). Each of the above numbers 
is a cobordism invariant for cobordisms between S-duality spaces. We remark that the 
signature sig(X) E B is the image of the invariant a(X) under the natural homomorphism 
If k = 1, then the pairing above is nonsingular over Z (see (16.1)) and so determines a class 
sig(X)E W(Z) z Z. 
PROPOSITION. If X” is an orientable s-duality space, then the .following relations hold 
between the above characteristic numbers: 
(1) Sq’(v’)Sq’(t1”-‘-2) = 0 
(2) vitYi = 0 unless n = 2i is even 
(3) 
visql (g-i- 1 )=Ounlessn=4k+landi=n-i-1=2k 
(4) sig(X)(mod 2) = r2k. rZk if n = 4k 
Proof See 12.1. Part (4) is the standard observation that the signature and Euler 
characteristic are congruent mod 2. 
16.5. Cobordism of locally orientable s-duality spaces 
THEOREM. An orientable s-duality space X is null-cobordant (by an orientable s-duality 
cobordism) @all its characteristic numbers (from 16.4) are zero. In fact, the cobordism groups 
Qf of orientable i-dimensional i-duality spaces are precisely the (higher) Mischenko- 
Ranicki- Witt symmetric L-groups ([3 11, [35], [34]), if i # 4, 
i 
W@(2,) if i=4k 
s$= L’(Z@,) = Z/(2) ifi=4k+ 1, k>l 
0 otherwise 
with the invariants given by a(X) and v2kSq1 v21r, respectively. If i = 4, f$ z Z given by sig(X). 
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Proof: We will consider 4 cases: 
Case 0: dim (X) I 4. This case will be left to the reader. 
Case la: X is orientable, dim(X) = 2k - 1 2 5 is odd, IH,(X; Z/(2)) z Z/(2), and the 
Bockstein p vanishes on ZH,(X; Z’/(2)). This case will be treated in $18. 
Case lb: X is orientable and dim(X) = 2k 2 6 is even. This case will be treated in $19 
(and will use the result from Case la). 
Case Ic: X is orientable and dim(X) = 2k + 1 > 5 is odd. This case will be treated in 
5 20 (and will use the result from Cases la and 1 b). 
$17. PREPARING A CYCLE FOR SURGERY 
17.1. In order to perform surgery above the middle dimension on a cycle 4, it is 
necessary to choose the cycle very carefully in order to control the intersection homology of 
a regular neighborhood N of [. Throughout this chapter we will assume the pseudomani- 
fold X is compact and orientable, so we may use homology notation ZHf(X) instead of 
cohomology notation IHi-I(X). 
Definition. A cycle representative 151 of a homology class 5 E IHF(X; R) will be said to 






where N is a regular neighborhood of It] and where R denotes any of the coefficient rings 
z, U(2), or Z,,,. 
17.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose X is an n-dimensional orientable pseudomanifold, 
5 E lHf(X; Z/(2)), p(t) = 0, and n >= 5, i >= 3 and n - i 2 2. 
(a) If H, (X - C; Z,,,) = 0 then < may be represented by a prepared cycle 151 
(b) If H,(X - E; Z(,,) # 0 then X is cobordant (by a cobordism which is trivial in a 
neighborhood of the singular set C) to an orientable pseudomanifold X’ such that H, (X’ 
- x(X’); I?(,,) = 0 such that the inclusions induce isomorphisms 
IHy(X; Z/(2)) z IHy( W; Z/(2)) for all j 2 2 
IHT(X’; Z/(~))Z IHy( W; Z/(2)) for all j I n - 2 
In particular, IHF(X; Z/(2)) z IHy(X’; Z/(2)) for 2 5 j I n - 2. 
The proofs will take the rest of this section. 
17.3. LEMMA. Suppose X is an n-dimensional P.L. pseudomanifold, 151 is any (j, i)- 
allowable [18] piecewise linear subset of X and N is u regular neighborhood of lrl, with 
boundary aN. Let r: N + ItI denote a P.L. retraction. Then for any coefJicient ring R we have 
(1) r induces an isomorphism ([37]) 
r,:IHP(N; R) g Hi(ltl; R) 
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(2) and an injection ([33]) 
(3) and 
r*:IH~_‘_,(N;R)+Hi-,(l[/;R) 
IHF(N; R)= 0 for k > i. 
Proof: We may take I to be a simplicial collapse, so it fits into a deformation retraction 
D:N x [0,1-J-N 
such that DIN x (0, l] is stratum preserving (and even simplex preserving), DI N x (0) = r, 
and D 1 N x { 1) = id. For any i - 1 dimensional P.L. cycle q E ICf_ 1 (N; Z), the cochain 
D(lql x I) is (p, i)-allowable in N because, for any stratum S, we have 
dim(D(lqI x I) n S) I max(1 + dim(lq(n S), dim(lQ n S)) 5 i-cod(S) + p(cod(S)). 
Therefore, D(lql x I) is a homology between q and the i - 1 cycle r(n) in 151. Now suppose 
that r,(n) = 0, i.e. there is a chain o~C~(/ll; Z) such that 80 = r(n), Then o is also (& i) 
allowable in N (since it is contained in l(l) and 
~(D(s) + a) = rl 
which shows that 4 is homologous to zero. This proves part (2) of the Proposition. 
The same argument gives parts (1) and (3) of the Proposition, but for part (l), the 
inclusion of cycles induces a natural map 
which is the inverse of 
Hi(ltl; R) + IHr(N; R) 
r.+: ZHp(N; R)+ Hi(lrl; R) 
17.4. Remark. The same proof gives the following more general statement: Let 
5 E IC? (X; E) be a cycle with support ItI and regular neighborhood N. Fix j I i, and choose 
a perversity 4 such that q(c) 2p(c) + i -j for all c. Then the retraction r: N + 151 induces an 
isomorphism 
r+: IHf(N; R)-+ Hi()51;R) 
and an injection 
17.5. LEMMA ([33]). Suppose X is a normal, orientable n dimensional pseudomanifold, 
HI (X - Z:; h,,,) = 0 and that ~EIC~(X; Z,,,) is an orientable cycle. If n 2 5, i>3 and 
n-i 2 2 then 5 is homologous to a cycle 5’ which is R-prepared, i.e. such that 
where R = i&, or Z/(2). 
Hi(jt’j; R) z R 
Hi-1(15’1; RI= 0 
Proo_l: (See [33] for details.) Make 151 into an irreducible normal pseudomanifold (by 
piping, as in [37]) so that 5 - E(lrl) c X - Z. Any loop in 5 - C([<l) bounds an embedded 
2-manifold M in X - C such that M n 151 = 8M and it is possible to perform ambient 
surgery on M since it may be chosen with trivial normal bundle in X - C. This kills HI(ltl) 
and by duality it also kills Hi_ 1 (151). (If n= 5, then M may intersect 151 - Z(ltl) in isolated 
points. For each such point, it is possible to drag M across ItI- C(ltl) to create a new 
intersection point of opposite sign. The Whitney trick then makes M and ItI- C(lcl) 
disjoint.) 
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17.6. Proof of Proposition 17.2. Part (a) follows from 17.3 and 17.5. Since X is orient- 
able, we can kill Hi (X - Z; &,,) by doing surgery on embedded circles. For 2 <i <n - 2 
this will not change IHF(X; B/(2)) (although it may change IH”;(X; i&,)). 
§18. CASE la: SURGERY ABOVE THE MIDDLE DIMENSION 
18.1. In this section we prove the following special case of Theorem 16.5: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a compact orientable locally orientable g-duality space of 
dimension dim(X) = 2k - 1 2 5. Suppose that SEIH~(X; Z/(2)) and that the Bockstein /I 
vanishes on r. Then there is an orientable locally orientable S-duality cobordism between X and 
a space X’ such that IHF(X’; Z/(2)) E ZHF(X; h/(2))/ ( r ). 
Remarks. Since X is orientable and compact, we will use intersection homology 
notation ZHF(X) instead of intersection cohomology notation IHp-‘(X). The above 
assumptions imply that all the characteristic numbers (from 16.4) vanish. 
18.2. Proof: We will perform surgery (above the middle dimension) on the class 
<EIHF(X; Z/(2)). By 17.2 we may assume (by replacing X with a cobordant space, if 
necessary, changing at most ZH”;(X; Z/(2)) and ZHF- 1 (X; h/(2))) that 5 has a cycle 
representative with support l?J which has a regular neighborhood N c X such that IHf’ 
(N; Z/(2)) = h/(2) and IHf- 1 (N; Z/(2)) = 0. From the long exact sequence for the pair 
ZH,“(N, 8N; Z/(2)), we see that r comes from a class <‘EZH,“(~N; E/(2)) and also that 
IH;‘_ 1 (8N; Z/(2)) = 0. Consider the pseudomanifold 
We will show 
X’ = (X - N) uaN cone(aN) 
(i) X’ is orientable, locally orientable, and is an i-duality space 
(ii) X’ is cobordant to X (by an orientable locally orientable S-duality cobordism) 
W=(X x 0U,.{OJ cone(N u aN cone(aN)) 
(iii) IHF(X’; Z’/(2)) r IHF(X; 2/(2))/( 5 ) and ZHF- 1 (X’; Z’/(2)) = t1 
In particular, if dim (IHF(X; H/(2)) = 1 then V = W uxP cone(X’) is an orientable locally 
orientable S-duality space such that X = aV. 
18.3. Proof of(i). The new singularity is the cone point in cone(aN), but 
IH;_, (aN; Z/(2)) = 0 
so the cone on aN is an S-duality space. 
18.4. Proof of(ii). We have replaced the neighborhood N by cone(aN), so the cobor- 
dism W between X and X’ is a thickening of Xu, cone(N uaN cone(aN)). Then W is 
an orientable locally orientable pseudomanifold whose boundary is X u X’. To see that W 
is an S-duality space we must show that 
ZHF(N u,,cone(aN); H/(2)) = 0 
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But this follows from the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union. In fact, we compute that 
IH$(N,aN) j> k+ 1 
IHF(N u cone(dN)) = 0 j=k,k-1 
IHy( N) j<k-2 
18.5. Proof of(iii). Compare the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
X = (X - N) udN N and X’ = (X - N) uaN cone(aN) 
to see that 
i 
coker(IHF(dN) -+ ZHt(X - N) j = k 
IHy(X’; Z’/(2)) = ZH,“_ r (X - N) j=k-1 
IHy(X) otherwise 
Then use the surgery diagram ( 14.1) to evaluate the special cases j = k, k - 1 
18.6. Further properties of the cobordism. If IHt(X;Z/(2)) = Z/(2) then 
V = Wu,, cone(X’) 
is a null cobordism of X. Using Mayer Vietoris we compute 
ZH$(W; h/(2)) z 
and use Mayer Vietoris again to find 
$19. PROOF OF CASE lb 
19.1. In this section we will prove the following result: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a compact orientable s-duality space with n = dim(X) 
= 2k 2 6 and suppose the Witt class ME W(i&,) is 0 (which always happens if k is odd). 
Then there is an orientable S-duality space W with boundary, 
x=aw. 
19.2. Remarks. Since X is compact and orientable, we will use intersection homology 
notation ZHF(X) instead of intersection cohomology IHzei(X) notation. If IHF(X; Z/(2)) 
= 0 then we are done since W= cone(X) is an orientable F-duality space. So we will kill 
IHF(X; Z/(2)) by surgery. 
19.3. LEMMA. Suppose X is an orientable S-duality space of dimension 2k 2 6, and that 
t E IH?(X; Z/(2)) satisfies b(t) = 0. Suppose that some lift 9~ IHf(X; if,,,) of C; satisfies 
- f.f=OEz& Then X is s-cobordant to an s-duality space X’ such that 
IH?(X’; U(2)) z 5’/(5> 
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Proof: Let i: dN -+ N be the inclusion of the boundary of a regular neighborhood of lfi 
in X. Then there is a class p EIH~(~N; Zo,) such that i,(F) = F because the homo- 
morphism 
IH,“(N; Z,,,) + IH:(N, SN; Z,,,) 
is given by multiplication with z Let 5’ = c (mod 2) E ZH,(BN; z/(2)). Since /?(t’) = 0. and 
dim(aN) 2 5, we can apply case (la) to c?N and obtain a particular null cobordism V of SN. 
We claim that 
(i) X’ = (X - V) ueN V is cobordant to X by an orientable 
space, 
Z = (X x I) uN x (01 cone(N u V) 
(ii) dim IHt(X’; Z/(2)) = dim IHF(X; z/(2)) - 2. 
locally orientable S-duality 
Proof of(i). We must show that the cone on N u V is allowable, i.e. that IHF(N u V) 
= 0. However, this follows immediately from the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
N u V, together with the calculation of 18.6. In fact, we calculate 
IHj”_ I @N) z IHjm(N, 8) j 2 k + 2 
ZHj”(N ug v; z/(2)) z 0 j=k+l, k, k-l 
IHjm( N) j<k-2 
Proof of (ii). From the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union X’ = (X - N) uaN V we 
see that IHF(X’; Z/(2)) z coker(ZH,“(?N) --) IHF(X - N)). Following the computation of 
14.1 we have 
IHy(X’; Z/(2)) = 
ZHy(X) if j # k 
t1i<5> if j = k 
ProufofProposition 19.1. Since a(X) = OE W(Bo,) there is a self-annihilating subspace 
S c IH,(X; Z,,,) of half the dimension. Thus, any basis element FE S satisfies %, [= 0, and 
< = r(mod 2)cZH,(X; Z/(2)) is nonzero, but b(t) = 0. Proposition 19.3 may be repeatedly 
applied to kill such classes 5. Similarly if FE Tt(X; Z,,,) is a torsion class whose mod 2 
reduction 5 = f(mod 2) is nonzero, then [. c= 0, p(f) = 0, and so Prop. 19.3 may be applied 
again to kill r. Eventually we obtain a cobordism Z between X and an i-duality space X’ 
such that IHF(X; Z,,,) = 0. By the universal coefficient theorem (16.2) this implies that j3: 
IH:(X’; Z/(2)) + Tor(lHF- 1(X’; Z,,,), Z/(2)) is an isomorphism. It follows that 
IHF(X’; Z/(2)) = 0 because Tor(lHF_ 1(X’; Zo,), z/(2)) c TIT- 1(X’) which is dually paired 
under the linking pairing (16.3) with q(X’; Zo,) c IHf(X’; Z,,,) = 0. Thus 
W = Z ux. cone(X’) is an ?-allowable null cobordism of X. 
19.4. Further properties of the cohordism. Suppose X and 5 satisfy the hypotheses of 
19.3 and that dim (IH,(X; z/(2)) = 2. Then W = Z ux. cone(X’) satisfies 
IHp( W; Z/(2)) g IHF(X; 2/(2))/( 5). 
Prooj: Use the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union 
Z=(XxI)u,cone(Nu V) 
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to find I 
ZHF(X) j>k+1 
ZHT(Z; Q(2)) z ZH,(X)/(S) j = k 
ZHj(X) jsk-1 
then use Mayer Vietoris again to find 
ZHjm( W; i?/(2)) 2 ;H5(Z) 
J 
; ; ; + ’ 
520. PROOF OF CASE lc 
20.1. In this chapter we will prove the following result: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X is a compact orientable S-duality space of odd dimension, 
dim(X) = 2k+ 1 2 5, and suppose the characteristic number vkSq’(vk) vanishes. Then there is 
an orientable S-duality space W with boundary, 
x=aw. 
20.2. Remark. Since X is orientable we may continue to use homology notation instead 
of cohomology notation. 
20.3. LEMMA. Suppose X is a compact orientable locally orientable S-duality space and 
dim(X) = 2k + 1 2 5. Then X is cobordant to a pseudomanifold X’ such that the Bockstein 
Z?: ZHF(X’; H/(2)) + ZHt_ ,(X’; Z,,,) vanishes. 
Proof By the long exact Bockstein sequence (6.3) the target group of /I is 
TwUH~- 1 (Xi &I, V(2)) c I@_ 1(X; Z,,,) 
which is dually paired (under the linking pairing of 16.3) with 
T,“+ 1 0 U(2) 
where c+ 1 denotes the torsion subgroup of ZHF+ i (X; Z,,,). In fact, we can kill the group 
I&!+ 1 W; zf2J 0 U(2) = Wb) = W!+ 1 W; W4) 
by surgery (see case l(a), 418), and this implies that ZHF+ ,(X; Z(,,) = 0. 
20.4. LEMMA. Suppose X is an orientable S-duality space of dimension 2k+ 1 > 5, and 
suppose that the Bockstein /I vanishes on ZHt(X; z/(2)). Then X is cobordant to a space X’ 
such that 
Sak: ZHf(X’; Z/(2)) + E/(2) 
is an injection. 
Proof First we consider the case k 2 3. Let r E ZHF(X; Y?/(2)) and suppose that /I(r) = 0 
and that Sqk(5) = 0. We will kill the class 5 by surgery. It follows (from the long exact 
sequence for the homology of a regular neighborhood N of 151 and its boundary) that < 
comes from a class ~‘EZH~(~N; L?/(2)), and that 
ZH#N; z/(2)) z Z/(2) 0 H/(2) 
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We wish to apply 19.3 to (8N, 5’) and so we verify the hypotheses: 
(a) p(c’)) = 0 because It’1 may be chosen to be an orientable pseudomanifold-in fact we 
may take 5’ = r,(A) where r: N - It/ + aN is the retraction to the boundary of the regular 
neighborhood, and where A is an orientable cycle representative of < which is dimensionally 
transverse [lS] to /<I, i.e. A n [<I = 4. 
(b) a lift z’ E ZHF(aN; i&J may be found such that p. p = 0 E Z,,, by using the same 
trick as in 14.2 (i.e. replace f by F + mr* where t* denotes the boundary of a disk which is 
transverse to a nonsingular point of 151). 
Applying 19.3 to aN (which has dimension 2 6) we obtain a null cobordism W, such that 
aw= aN and (from 19.4), ZHf( W; Z(2)) zZH,“(dN; Z/(2))/(<). This implies that the space 
X’=(X-N)u,,W 
is an S-duality space which is cobordant to X by the (orientable) cobordism 
cone(N uON w) UN y ( 1) (x x 1) 
because 
IHF(N uaN W; E/(2)) = IH;f, 1 (N uBN W; Z/(2)) = 0 
as may be computed from the Mayer Vietoris sequence. We claim that 
ZHF(X’; Z(2) z r’/(c), together with the induced operations of Sqk and /?. 
Proof of claim. By comparing the Mayer Vietoris sequence for the union X = 
(X-N)u,N and X/=(X-N)v, Wwe find 
ZHF(X’; Z/(2)) 2 
1 
ZHy(X) forj2 k+2 
coker (ZHF(aN) + ZHy(X - N) for j = k + 1, k 
ZHF(X) forjsk-1 
and using the long exact sequences for ZHz(X, X-N) and for ZHz(N, aN) we find 
ZHF+ 1(X’; Z/(2)) = 5’ and ZHF(X’; Z/(2)) = ZHF(X)/( 5). It remains to show that a vani- 
shes on ZHF(X - N) and on ZHr( W), by Mayer Vietoris. But the single k-dimensional class 
r* in W is represented by a k-sphere in aN which is the boundary of a transverse disk, i.e. a 
disk which is transverse to a smooth point of 151. Thus r* is orientable so /?(t*) = 0. Since p 
vanishes on ZHF(X) and B is natural, it remains to show that the homomorphism 
ZHf! 1(X - N; Z,,,) + ZHF- I (X; Z(,,) 
is injective. However the kernel of this map is the image of ZHF(X, X-N) which can be 
calculated as follows (see 16.3): 
ZH,“(X, X-N; Z(,,) z ZHF(N, aN; PC,,) 
r HomU@+ l(N; &,h &,I 0 Ext’VH?(N; Z,,,), Z,,,) 
But the first group vanishes since N is a neighborhood of a k-cycle, and the second group 
vanishes since ZHr(N; iI&,) z H,,, is torsion-free. 
Now we consider separately the case k = 2. The singularity set Z has codimension > 4 
(see 16.1). Since X is orientable, we can assume x1(X - Z) = 0 by doing surgery on 
embedded circles. This gives rise to the second surjection in the following diagram: 
H,(X - c) - IHm;(X; Z) + ZH”;(X; Z/(2)) d ZHm;(X; z) = H, (X - q q = 0 
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By the Hurewicz theorem, rc2(X -C) z H,(X - Z) so the cycle < can be represented by a 
sphere which is embedded in X - C. Since B(t) = 0 and Sq2(5) = 0 it follows that the normal 
bundle v of this sphere (which is classified by w’(v) = Sq’(<) = 0) is trivial. Therefore we can 
perform usual surgery on this embedded sphere, and it is straightforward to check that this 
kills the class 5. 
20.5. LEMMA. Suppose X is an orientable S-duality space of dimension 2k + 1 2 5 and 
suppose that 
Sqk: IHF(X; B/(2)) --+ Z/(2) 
is injective and that vkSql(vk) = 0. Then X bounds. 
Proof If IHF(X; Z/(2)) = 0 then X = d(cone(X)) and we are done. This happens if k is 
odd, by Corollary 10.2. Otherwise, k is even and IHFL I (X; Z/(2)) = Z/(2) (by duality) and is 
generated by the Wu class ck. Furthermore, duality plus the equation vkSql(rk) = 0 implies 
that Sq’(vk) = 0. Now there are three cases: 
(1) Zzq(X; Z,,,) = 0 
(2) IWXX; 42,) = ‘q,, 
(3) IHk(X; Z,,,) = Z/(2’) for some r 2 1. 
We will show that in each of these cases, p: IH, + 1(X; Z/(2)) -+ IH,(X; Z(,,) vanishes, so by 
18.1 we will be finished. In cases (1) and (2) we have fi = 0 (since p takes values in the two- 
torsion). In case (3), the linking pairing of 16.3 is a nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear 
form on Z/(2’) x Z/(2’) + Q/Zo, which implies r = 1. In other words, the reduction mod 2, 
IH,(X; zt,,) + IH,(X; z/(2)) 
is an isomorphism. Therefore fl(vk) = fl(v’l)(mod 2) = Sql(vk) = 0, so /? vanishes on 
In, + I (xi z/(2)). 
20.6. Proof of Theorem 16.5. We will review the four cases: 
(1) Qi, z W(&,): By Proposition 19.1, if a(X) = OE W(i&,) then X is a boundary. The 
invariants can all be realized by plumbing, as in [37]. 
(2) @,+I z Z/(2): If dim(X)=4k+ 1 and k 2 1 and v2kSq1v2k(X) = 0 then by pro- 
positions 20.3,20.4, and 20.5, X is a boundary. (For k = 0 this group is 0). For k 2 1 there are 
manifolds which realize this characteristic number ([32] p. 467.) 
(3) @k+, = 0: This is covered by Proposition 19.1. 
t4) @ik + 3 = 0: If dim(X) = 4k + 3 then (as in 16.4) the characteristic number vzkSql v2k 
vanishes, so by 20.3, 20.4, and 20.5, X is a boundary. 
$21. OPEN PROBLEMS 
21.1. Remove the orientability assumption. We do not know the cobordism groups of 
LSF-spaces or of S-duality spaces, but the problem is interesting. The cobordism groups of 
locally orientable LSF spaces (resp. s-duality spaces) may be computed by the same Stong 
sequences (as in 010) in terms of the cobordism groups of orientable LSF (resp. S-duality) 
spaces. However we do not know how to compute the cobordism groups for the unoriented 
theories. In the s-duality space case, the same characteristic numbers can be defined, but 
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only by a very strange procedure: The Wu class u1 always lifts to the perversity i (7.4) and 
the natural homomorphism 
IH”,(X; Z/(2)) + IHS+ ‘(X; Z/(2)) 
is an isomorphism for i-duality spaces (16.2). Thus, for example, the number 
can be constructed by first multiplying vi. r1 E IHi?:_ r(X), then lifting this class back to 
IHi- i _ I (X), then multiplying again by v I, lifting back to IHz_,_,(X), then multiplying by 
ZI”-~-~. We do not know whether this procedure (of multiplying, then reducing perversity, 
then multiplying again) is an associative product. If it is nonassociative, then there may be 
new characteristic numbers for g-duality spaces which do not occur for manifolds. 
21.2. F-Duality Spaces. Let @I fi be a perversity. A pseudomanifold X is a j-duality 
space if, for each stratum of codimension c, we have 
ZH;(,,+,(L; H/(2)) = ZH;(,,+,(L; Z/(2)) = . . . = IH,“_,_,&; E/(2)) = 0 
where L is the link of the stratum. For p-duality spaces the natural homomorphism 
ZHp;(X; Z/(2)) -+ IH’,- 2 -5(X; Z/(2)) 
is an isomorphism. For p = 51, these are the (mod 2) Witt spaces of [37]; for fi = Ti these are 
(mod 2) homology manifolds. 
Problem. Find the cobordism groups of p-duality spaces. 
Remarks. As p increases, the class of p-duality spaces approaches the class of mod 2 
homology manifolds, and we conjecture that the cobordism groups only get larger, i.e. if 
p I 4 then 0” + R” is a surjection. The computation of the cobordism groups of (mod 2) 
homology manifolds does not seem to have been made. although [4], [21], and [22] 
contain many nontrivial invariants which do not appear for manifolds. This already 
happens for S-duality spaces: the Hasse invariants which appear in W(H,,,) (see 16) do not 
appear in cobordism of manifolds. It would be interesting to see if geometric surgery 
methods like the ones developed here could be used to make the computation of the 
cobordism groups of homology manifolds. 
Conjecture.:Suppose there exists cc, 2 4 such that p(c) = m(c) for all c I cc,. Then the 
cobordism class of a p-duality space X is determined by the single characteristic number 
IS?(X; Z/(2)), the intersection homology Euler characteristic of X. 
21.3. Rational and integral characteristic numbers. It would be interesting to find 
examples of spaces for which some Chern or Pontrjagin numbers could be formed. Our 
techniques do not give a solid approach to this question because we use cohomology 
operations (in intersection homology) to construct the Whitney classes in intersection 
homology, and we do not know of a similar method for constructing Pontrjagin classes. 
However the computation of the Q- and Z-Witt space cobordism groups ([37], [33]) 
represent first steps in this direction. 
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